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1 Intro To PCI

This Chapter

This chapter provides a brief history of PCI, introduces its major feature set, the
concept of a PCI device versus a PCI function, and identifies the specifications
that this book is based upon.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides an introduction to the PCI transfer mechanism,
including a definition of the following basic concepts: burst transfers, the initia-
tor, targets, agents, single and multi-function devices, the PCI bus clock, the
address phase, claiming the transaction, the data phase, transaction completion
and the return of the bus to the idle state. It defines how a device must respond
if the device that it is transferring data with exhibits a protocol violation. Finally,
it introduces the "green" nature of PCI—power conservation is stressed in the
spec.

PCI Bus History

Intel made the decision not to back the VESA VL standard because the emerg-
ing standard did not take a sufficiently long-term approach towards the prob-
lems presented at that time and those to be faced in the coming five years. In
addition, the VL bus had very limited support for burst transfers, thereby limit-
ing the achievable throughput.

Intel defined the PCI bus to ensure that the marketplace would not become
crowded with various permutations of local bus architectures peculiar to a spe-
cific processor bus. The first release of the specification, version 1.0, became
available on 6/22/92. Revision 2.0 became available in April of 1993. Revision
2.1 was issued in Q1 of 1995. The latest version, 2.2, was completed on Decem-
ber 18, 1998, and became available in February of 1999.
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PCI System Architecture
PCI Bus Features

PCI stands for Peripheral Component Interconnect. The PCI bus can be popu-
lated with adapters requiring fast accesses to each other and/or system mem-
ory and that can be accessed by the processor at speeds approaching that of the
processor’s full native bus speed. It is very important to note that all read and
write transfers over the PCI bus can be performed as burst transfers. The length
of the burst is determined by the bus master. The target is given the start
address and the transaction type at the start of the transaction, but is not told
the transfer length. As the master becomes ready to transfer each data item, it
informs the target whether or not it’s the last one. The transaction completes
when the final data item has been transferred.

Figure 1-1 on page 11 illustrates the basic relationship of the PCI, expansion,
processor and memory buses.

• The host/PCI bridge, frequently referred to as the North Bridge, connects
the host processor bus to the root PCI bus.

• The PCI-to-ISA bridge, frequently referred to as the South Bridge, connects
the root PCI bus to the ISA (or EISA) bus. The South Bridge also typically
incorporates the Interrupt Controller, IDE Controller, USB Host Controller,
and the DMA Controller. The North and South Bridges comprise the
chipset.

• One or more PCI-to-PCI bridges (not shown) may be embedded on the root
PCI bus, or may reside on a PCI add-in card.

• In addition, a chipset may support more than one North Bridge (not
shown).

Table 1-1: Major PCI Features

Feature Description

Processor Indepen-
dence

Components designed for the PCI bus are PCI-specific, not 
processor-specific, thereby isolating device design from pro-
cessor upgrade treadmill.

Support for up to 
approximately 80 
PCI functions per 
PCI bus

A typical PCI bus implementation supports approximately ten 
electrical loads, and each device presents a load to the bus. 
Each device, in turn, may contain up to eight PCI functions.
8



Chapter 1: Intro To PCI
Support for up to 
256 PCI buses

The specification provides support for up to 256 PCI buses.

Low-power con-
sumption

A major design goal of the PCI specification is the creation of a 
system design that draws as little current as possible.

Bursts can be per-
formed on all read 
and write transfers

A 32-bit PCI bus supports a 132Mbytes per second peak trans-
fer rate for both read and write transfers, and a 264Mbytes per 
second peak transfer rate for 64-bit PCI transfers. Transfer 
rates of up to 528Mbytes per second are achievable on a 64-bit, 
66MHz PCI bus.

Bus speed Revision 2.0 spec supported PCI bus speeds up to 33MHz. 
Revision 2.1 adds support for 66MHz bus operation.

64-bit bus width Full definition of a 64-bit extension.

Access time As fast as 60ns (at a bus speed of 33MHz when an initiator 
parked on the PCI bus is writing to a PCI target).

Concurrent bus 
operation

Bridges support full bus concurrency with processor bus, PCI 
bus (or buses), and the expansion bus simultaneously in use.

Bus master support Full support of PCI bus masters allows peer-to-peer PCI bus 
access, as well as access to main memory and expansion bus 
devices through PCI-to-PCI and expansion bus bridges. In 
addition, a PCI master can access a target that resides on 
another PCI bus lower in the bus hierarchy.

Hidden bus arbitra-
tion

Arbitration for the PCI bus can take place while another bus 
master is performing a transfer on the PCI bus. 

Low-pin count Economical use of bus signals allows implementation of a 
functional PCI target with 47 pins and an initiator with 49 
pins.

Transaction integ-
rity check

Parity checking on the address, command and data.

Three address 
spaces

Memory, I/O and configuration address space.

Table 1-1: Major PCI Features (Continued)

Feature Description
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Auto-Configuration Full bit-level specification of the configuration registers neces-
sary to support automatic device detection and configuration.

Software Transpar-
ency

Software drivers utilize same command set and status defini-
tion when communicating with PCI device or its expansion 
bus-oriented cousin.

Add-In Cards The specification includes a definition of PCI connectors and 
add-in cards.

Add-In Card Size The specification defines three card sizes: long, short and vari-
able-height short cards.

Table 1-1: Major PCI Features (Continued)

Feature Description
10
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Figure 1-1: The PCI System
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2 Intro to PCI Bus 
Operation

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided a brief history of PCI, introduced it’s major fea-
ture set, the concept of a PCI device versus a PCI function, and identified the
specifications that this book is based upon. It also provided information on con-
tacting the PCI SIG.

In This Chapter

This chapter provides an introduction to the PCI transfer mechanism, including
a definition of the following basic concepts: burst transfers, the initiator, targets,
agents, single and multi-function devices, the PCI bus clock, the address phase,
claiming the transaction, the data phase, transaction completion and the return
of the bus to the idle state. It defines how a device must respond if the device
that it is transferring data with exhibits a protocol violation. Finally, it intro-
duces the "green" nature of PCI—power conservation is stressed in the spec.

The Next Chapter

Unlike many buses, the PCI bus does not incorporate termination resistors at
the physical end of the bus to absorb voltage changes and prevent the wave-
front caused by a voltage change from being reflected back down the bus.
Rather, PCI uses reflections to advantage. The next chapter provides an intro-
duction to reflected-wave switching.

Burst Transfer

Refer to Figure 2-1 on page 16. A burst transfer is one consisting of a single
address phase followed by two or more data phases. The bus master only has to
arbitrate for bus ownership one time. The start address and transaction type are
issued during the address phase. All devices on the bus latch the address and
15



PCI System Architecture
transaction type and decode them to determine which is the target device. The
target device latches the start address into an address counter (assuming it sup-
ports burst mode—more on this later) and is responsible for incrementing the
address from data phase to data phase.

PCI data transfers can be accomplished using burst transfers. Many PCI bus
masters and target devices are designed to support burst mode. It should be
noted that a PCI target may be designed such that it can only handle single data
phase transactions. When a bus master attempts to perform a burst transaction,
the target forces the master to terminate the transaction at the completion of the
first data phase. The master must re-arbitrate for the bus to attempt resumption
of the burst with the next data item. The target terminates each burst transfer
attempt when the first data phase completes. This would yield very poor per-
formance, but may be the correct approach for a device that doesn’t require high
throughput. Each burst transfer consists of the following basic components:

• The address and transfer type are output during the address phase.
• A data object (up to 32-bits in a 32-bit implementation or 64-bits in a 64-bit

implementation) may then be transferred during each subsequent data
phase.

Assuming that neither the initiator (i.e., the master) nor the target device inserts
wait states in each data phase, a data object (a dword or a quadword) may be
transferred on the rising-edge of each PCI clock cycle. At a PCI bus clock fre-
quency of 33MHz, a transfer rate of 132Mbytes/second may be achieved. A
transfer rate of 264Mbytes/second may be achieved in a 64-bit implementation
when performing 64-bit transfers during each data phase. A 66MHz PCI bus
implementation can achieve 264 or 528Mbytes/second transfer rates using 32-
or 64-bit transfers. This chapter introduces the burst mechanism used to per-
forming block transfers over the PCI bus.

Figure 2-1: Example Burst Data Transfer
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Chapter 2: Intro to PCI Bus Operation
Initiator, Target and Agents

There are two participants in every PCI burst transfer: the initiator and the tar-
get. The initiator, or bus master, is the device that initiates a transfer. The terms
bus master and initiator can be used interchangeably and frequently are in the
PCI specification. The target is the device currently addressed by the initiator
for the purpose of performing a data transfer. PCI initiator and target devices
are commonly referred to as PCI-compliant agents in the spec.

Single- Vs. Multi-Function PCI Devices

A PCI physical device package may take the form of a component integrated
onto the system board or may be implemented on a PCI add-in card. Each PCI
package (referred to in the spec as a device) may incorporate from one to eight
separate functions. A function is a logical device. This is analogous to a multi-
function card found in any ISA, EISA or Micro Channel machine.

• A package containing one function is referred to as a single-function PCI
device,

• while a package containing two or more PCI functions is referred to as a
multi-function PCI device.

Each function contains its own, individually-addressable configuration space,
64 dwords in size. Its configuration registers are implemented in this space.
Using these registers, the configuration software can automatically detect the
function’s presence, determine its resource requirements (memory space, IO
space, interrupt line, etc.), and can then assign resources to the function that are
guaranteed not to conflict with the resources assigned to other devices.

PCI Bus Clock

Refer to the CLK signal in Figure 2-2 on page 19. All actions on the PCI bus are
synchronized to the PCI CLK signal. The frequency of the CLK signal may be
anywhere from 0MHz to 33MHz. The revision 1.0 specification stated that all
devices must support operation from 16 to 33MHz, while recommending sup-
port for operation down to 0MHz (in other words, when the clock has been
stopped as a power conservation strategy). The revision 2.x (x = 1 or 2) PCI
specification indicates that all PCI devices must support PCI operation within
the 0MHz to 33MHz range. Support for operation down to 0MHz provides
17
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low-power and static debug capability. On a bus with a clock running at 33MHz
or slower, the PCI CLK frequency may be changed at any time and may be
stopped (but only in the low state). Components integrated onto the system
board may be designed to only operate at a single frequency and may require a
policy of no frequency change (and the system board designer would ensure
that the clock frequency remains unchanged). Devices on add-in cards must
support operation from 0 through 33MHz (because the card must operate in
any platform that it may be installed in).

The revision 2.1 specification also defined PCI bus operation at speeds of up to
66MHz. The chapter entitled "66MHz PCI Implementation" describes the opera-
tional characteristics of the 66MHz PCI bus, embedded devices and add-in
cards.

Address Phase
Refer to Figure 2-2 on page 19. Every PCI transaction (with the exception of a
transaction using 64-bit addressing) starts off with an address phase one PCI
clock period in duration (the only exception is a transaction wherein the initia-
tor uses 64-bit addressing delivered in two address phases and consuming two
PCI clock periods—this topic is covered in “64-bit Addressing” on page 287).
During the address phase, the initiator identifies the target device (via the
address) and the type of transaction (also referred to as the command type). The
target device is identified by driving a start address within its assigned range
onto the PCI address/data bus. At the same time, the initiator identifies the
type of transaction by driving the command type onto the 4-bit wide PCI Com-
mand/Byte Enable bus. The initiator also asserts the FRAME# signal to indicate
the presence of a valid start address and transaction type on the bus. Since the
initiator only presents the start address and command for one PCI clock cycle, it
is the responsibility of every PCI target device to latch the address and com-
mand on the next rising-edge of the clock so that it may subsequently be
decoded.

By decoding the address latched from the address bus and the command type
latched from the Command/Byte Enable bus, a target device can determine if it
is being addressed and the type of transaction in progress. It's important to note
that the initiator only supplies a start address to the target (during the address
phase). Upon completion of the address phase, the address/data bus becomes
the data bus for the duration of the transaction and is used to transfer data in
each of the data phases. It is the responsibility of the target to latch the start
address and to auto-increment it (assuming that the target supports burst trans-
fers) to point to the next group of locations (a dword or a quadword) during
each subsequent data transfer.
18



Chapter 2: Intro to PCI Bus Operation
Claiming the Transaction
Refer to Figure 2-2 on page 19. When a PCI target determines that it is the target
of a transaction, it must claim the transaction by asserting DEVSEL# (Device
Select). If the initiator doesn’t sample DEVSEL# asserted within a predeter-
mined amount of time, it aborts the transaction.

Data Phase(s)
Refer to Figure 2-2 on page 19. The data phase of a transaction is the period dur-
ing which a data object is transferred between the initiator and the target. The
number of data bytes to be transferred during a data phase is determined by the
number of Command/Byte Enable signals that are asserted by the initiator dur-
ing the data phase. 

Figure 2-2: Typical PCI Transaction
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3 Intro to Reflected-
Wave Switching

Prior To This Chapter
The previous chapter provided an introduction to the PCI transfer mechanism,
including a definition of the following basic concepts: burst transfers, the initia-
tor, targets, agents, single and multi-function devices, the PCI bus clock, the
address phase, claiming the transaction, the data phase, transaction completion
and the return of the bus to the idle state. It defined how a device must respond
if the device that it is transferring data with exhibits a protocol violation. Finally,
it introduced the "green" nature of PCI—power conservation is stressed in the
spec.

In This Chapter
Unlike many buses, the PCI bus does not incorporate termination resistors at
the physical end of the bus to absorb voltage changes and prevent the wave-
front caused by a voltage change from being reflected back down the bus.
Rather, PCI uses reflections to advantage. This chapter provides an introduction
to reflected-wave switching.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter provides an introduction to the signal groups that comprise
the PCI bus.

Each Trace Is a Transmission Line

Refer to Figure 3-1 on page 25. Consider the case where a signal trace is fed by a
driver and is attached to a number of device inputs distributed along the signal
trace. In the past, in order to specify the strength of the driver to be used, the
system designer would ignore the electrical characteristics of the trace itself and
only factor in the electrical characteristics of the devices connected to the trace.
This approach was acceptable when the system clock rate was down in the
1MHz range. The designer would add up the capacitance of each input con-
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PCI System Architecture
nected to the trace and treat it as a lumped capacitance. This value would be
used to select the drive current capability of the driver. In high-frequency envi-
ronments such as PCI, traces must switch state at rates from 25MHz on up. At
these bus speeds, traces act as transmission lines and the electrical characteris-
tics of the trace must also be factored into the equation used to select the charac-
teristics of the output driver.

A transmission line presents impedance to the driver attempting to drive a volt-
age change onto the trace and also imposes a time delay in the transmission of
the voltage change along the trace. The typical trace’s impedance ranges from
50 to 110 Ohms. The width of the trace and the distance of the trace from a
ground plane are the major factors that influence its impedance. A wide trace
located close to a ground plane is more capacitive in nature and its impedance is
close to 50 Ohms. A narrow trace located far from a ground plane is more
inductive in nature and its impedance is in the area of 110 Ohms Each device
input attached to the trace is largely capacitive in nature. This has the effect of
decreasing the overall impedance that the trace offers to a driver.

Old Method: Incident-Wave Switching

Consider the case where the driver at position one in Figure 3-1 on page 25 must
drive the signal line from a logic high to a logic low. Assume that the designer
has selected a strong output driver that is capable of driving the signal line from
a high to a low at the point of incidence (the point at which it starts to drive).
This is referred to as incident-wave switching. As the wavefront propagates
down the trace (toward device 10), each device it passes detects a logic low. The
amount of time it takes to switch all of the inputs along the trace to a low would
be the time it takes the signal to propagate the length of the trace. This would
appear to be the best approach because all device inputs are switched in the
quickest possible time (one traversal of the trace).

There are negative effects associated with this approach, however. As men-
tioned earlier, the capacitance of each input along the trace adds capacitance
and thus lowers the overall impedance of the trace. The typical overall imped-
ance of the trace would typically be around 30 Ohms. When a 5V device begins
to drive a trace, a voltage divider is created between the driver’s internal
impedance and the impedance of the trace that it is attempting to drive. Assum-
ing that a 20 Ohm driver is attempting to drive a 30 Ohm trace, two of the five
volts is dropped within the driver and a three volt incident voltage is propa-
gated onto the trace. Since current = voltage divided by resistance, the current
that must be sourced by the driver = 2 volts/20 Ohms, or 100ma. 
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Chapter 3: Intro to Reflected-Wave Switching
When considered by itself, this doesn’t appear to present a problem. Assume,
however, that a device driver must simultaneously drive 32 address traces, four
command traces and four other signals. This is not atypical in a 32-bit bus archi-
tecture. Assuming that all of the drivers are encapsulated in one driver package,
the package must source four Amps of current, virtually instantaneously (in as
short a period as one nanosecond). This current surge presents a number of
problems:

• extremely difficult to decouple.
• causes spikes on internal bond wires.
• increases EMI.
• causes crosstalk inside and outside of the package.

This is the reason that most strong drivers are available in packages that encap-
sulate only eight drivers. In addition, 20 Ohm output drivers consume quite a
bit of silicon real-estate and become quite warm at high frequencies.

Another side-effect occurs when the signal wavefront arrives at the physical
end of the trace (at device 10 in Figure 3-1 on page 25). If the designer does not
incorporate a terminating resistor at the end of the trace (and the PCI bus is not
terminated), the trace stub presents a very high impedance to the signal. Since
the signal cannot proceed, it turns around and is reflected back down the bus.
During the return passage of the wavefront, this effectively doubles the voltage
change seen on the trace at each device’s input and at the driver that originated
the wavefront. When an incident-wave driver is used (as in this case), the
already high voltage it drives onto the trace is doubled. In order to absorb the
signal at the physical end of the trace, the system designer frequently includes a
terminating resistor.

The usage of incident-wave switching consumes a significant amount of power
and violates the green nature of the PCI bus.

Figure 3-1: Device Loads Distributed Along a Trace
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PCI Method: Reflected-Wave Switching

Refer to Figure 3-1 on page 25 and Figure 3-2 on page 27. The PCI bus is unter-
minated and uses wavefront reflection to advantage. A carefully selected, rela-
tively weak output driver is used to drive the signal line partially towards the
desired logic state (as illustrated at point A in Figure 3-2 on page 27). The driver
only has to drive the signal line partially towards its final state, rather than com-
pletely (as a strong incident-wave driver would). No inputs along the trace will
sample the signal until the next rising-edge of the clock.

When the wavefront arrives at the unterminated end of the bus, it is reflected
back and doubled (see point B in Figure 3-2 on page 27). Upon passing each
device input again during the wavefront’s return trip down the trace, a valid
logic level registers at the input on each device. The signal is not sampled, how-
ever, until the next rising-edge of the PCI clock (point C in the figure). Finally,
the wavefront is absorbed by the low-impedance within the driver. This method
cuts driver size and surge current in half. There are three timing parameters
associated with PCI signal timing:

• Tval. PCI devices always start driving a signal on the rising-edge of the PCI
clock. Tval is the amount of time it takes the output driver to drive the sig-
nal a single-step towards its final logic state. The driver must ensure that its
output voltage reaches a specified level (Vtest for 5vdc or Vstep for 3.3vdc
switching) to ensure that a valid logic level is detected by the receivers on
the next rising edge of the clock.

• Tprop (propagation delay). This is the amount of time that it takes the
wavefront to travel to the other end of the trace, reflect (thereby doubling
the voltage swing), and travel back down the trace.

• Tsu (setup time). The signal must have settled in its final state at all inputs
at least this amount of time prior to the next rising-edge of the clock (when
all receiving devices sample their inputs). The setup times for the REQ# and
GNT# signals (these are point-to-point signals; all others are bussed
between all devices) deviate from the value illustrated: REQ# setup time is
12ns, while GNT# has a setup time of 10ns. The setup time for all other
input signals is 7ns.

• Th (hold time). This is the amount of time that signals must be held in their
current logic state after the sample point (i.e., the rising-edge of the clock)
and is specified as 0ns for PCI signals. This parameter is not illustrated in
Figure 3-2 on page 27 and Figure 3-3 on page 28.
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In many systems, correct operation of the PCI bus relies on diodes embedded
within devices to limit reflections and to successfully meet the specified propa-
gation delay. If a system has long trace runs without connection to a PCI compo-
nent (e.g., a series of unpopulated add-in connectors), it may be necessary to
add diode terminators at that end of the bus to ensure signal quality.

The PCI specification states that devices must only sample their inputs on the
rising-edge of the PCI clock signal. The physical layout of the PCI bus traces are
very important to ensure that signal propagation is within assigned limits.
When a driver asserts or deasserts a signal, the wavefront must propagate to the
physical end of the bus, reflect back and make the full passage back down the
bus before the signal(s) is sampled on the next rising-edge of the PCI clock. At
33MHz, the propagation delay is specified as 10ns, but may be increased to 11ns
by lowering the clock skew from component to component. The specification
contains a complete description of trace length and electrical characteristics.

Figure 3-2: High-Going Signal Reflects and Is Doubled
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4 The Signal Groups

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided an introduction to reflected-wave switching.

This Chapter

This chapter divides the PCI bus signals into functional groups and describes
the function of each signal.

The Next Chapter

When a PCI bus master requires the use of the PCI bus to perform a data trans-
fer, it must request the use of the bus from the PCI bus arbiter. The next chapter
provides a detailed discussion of the PCI bus arbitration timing. The PCI speci-
fication defines the timing of the request and grant handshaking, but not the
procedure used to determine the winner of a competition. The algorithm used
by a system’s PCI bus arbiter to decide which of the requesting bus masters will
be granted use of the PCI bus is system-specific and outside the scope of the
specification.

Introduction
This chapter introduces the signals utilized to interface a PCI-compliant device
to the PCI bus. Figures 2-1 and 3-2 illustrate the required and optional signals
for master and target PCI devices, respectively. A PCI device that can act as the
initiator or target of a transaction would obviously have to incorporate both ini-
tiator and target-related signals. In actuality, there is no such thing as a device
that is purely a bus master and never a target. At a minimum, a device must act
as the target of configuration reads and writes.

Each of the signal groupings are described in the following sections. It should
be noted that some of the optional signals are not optional for certain types of
PCI agents. The sections that follow identify the circumstances where signals
must be implemented.
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Figure 4-1: PCI-Compliant Master Device Signals
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Figure 4-2: PCI-Compliant Target Device Signals
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System Signals

PCI Clock Signal (CLK)

The CLK signal is an input to all devices residing on the PCI bus. It is not a
reflected-wave signal. It provides timing for all transactions, including bus arbi-
tration. All inputs to PCI devices are sampled on the rising edge of the CLK sig-
nal. The state of all input signals are don’t-care at all other times. All PCI timing
parameters are specified with respect to the rising-edge of the CLK signal. 

All actions on the PCI bus are synchronized to the PCI CLK signal. The fre-
quency of the CLK signal may be anywhere from 0MHz to 33MHz. The revision
1.0 PCI specification stated that all devices must support operation from 16 to
33MHz and it strongly recommended support for operation down to 0MHz for
static debug and low power operation. The revision 2.x PCI specification indi-
cates that ALL PCI devices (with one exception noted below) MUST support
PCI operation within the 0MHz to 33MHz range.

The clock frequency may be changed at any time as long as:

• The clock edges remain clean.
• The minimum clock high and low times are not violated. 
• There are no bus requests outstanding.
• LOCK# is not asserted.

The clock may only be stopped in a low state (to conserve power).

As an exception, components designed to be integrated onto the system board
may be designed to operate at a fixed frequency (of up to 33MHz) and may only
operate at that frequency.

For a discussion of 66MHz bus operation, refer to the chapter entitled “66MHz
PCI Implementation” on page 299 
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CLKRUN# Signal

Description

Refer to Figure 4-3 on page 36. The CLKRUN# signal is optional and is defined
for the mobile (i.e., portable) environment. It is not available on the PCI add-in
connector. This section provides an introduction to this subject. A more detailed
description of the mobile environment and the CLKRUN# signal’s role can be
found in the document entitled PCI Mobile Design Guide (available from the
SIG). It should be noted that the CLKRUN# signal is required on a Small PCI
card connector. This subject is covered in the Small PCI Specification and is out-
side the scope of this book.

Although the PCI specification states that the clock may be stopped or its fre-
quency changed, it does not define a method for determining when to stop (or
slow down) the clock, or a method for determining when to restart the clock.

A portable system includes a central resource that includes the PCI clock gener-
ation logic. With respect to the clock generation logic (typically part of the
chipset), the CLKRUN# signal is a sustained tri-state input/output signal. The
clock generation logic keeps CLKRUN# asserted when the clock is running nor-
mally. During periods when the clock has been stopped (or slowed), the clock
generation logic monitors CLKRUN# to recognize requests from master and tar-
get devices for the PCI clock signal to be restored to full speed. The clock cannot
be stopped if the bus is not idle. Before it stops (or slows down) the clock fre-
quency, the clock generation logic deasserts CLKRUN# for one clock to inform
PCI devices that the clock is about to be stopped (or slowed). After driving
CLKRUN# high (deasserted) for one clock, the clock generation logic tri-states
its CLKRUN# output driver. The keeper resistor on CLKRUN# then assumes
responsibility for maintaining the deasserted state of CLKRUN# during the
period in which the clock is stopped (or slowed).

The clock continues to run unchanged for a minimum of four clocks after the
clock generation logic deasserts CLKRUN#. After deassertion of CLKRUN#, the
clock generation logic must monitor CLKRUN# for two possible cases:

&$6(����After the clock has been stopped (or slowed), a master (or multiple
masters) may require clock restart in order to request use of the bus. Prior to
issuing the bus request, the master(s) must first request clock restart. This is
accomplished by assertion of CLKRUN#. When the clock generation logic
detects the assertion of CLKRUN# by another party, it turns on (or speeds
up) the clock and turns on its CLKRUN# output driver to assert CLKRUN#.
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5 PCI Bus 
Arbitration

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided a detailed description of the PCI functional sig-
nal groups.

This Chapter

When a PCI bus master requires the use of the PCI bus to perform a data trans-
fer, it must request the use of the bus from the PCI bus arbiter. This chapter pro-
vides a detailed discussion of the PCI bus arbitration timing. The PCI
specification defines the timing of the request and grant handshaking, but not
the procedure used to determine the winner of a competition. The algorithm
used by a system’s PCI bus arbiter to decide which of the requesting bus mas-
ters will be granted use of the PCI bus is system-specific and outside the scope
of the specification.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes the rules governing how much time a device may
hold the bus in wait states during any given data phase. It describes how soon
after reset is removed the first transaction may be initiated and how soon after
reset is removed a target device must be prepared to transfer data. The mecha-
nisms that a target may use to meet the latency rules are described: Delayed
Transactions, as well as the posting of memory writes.

Arbiter

At a given instant in time, one or more PCI bus master devices may require use
of the PCI bus to perform a data transfer with another PCI device. Each request-
ing master asserts its REQ# output to inform the bus arbiter of its pending
request for the use of the bus. Figure 5-1 on page 60 illustrates the relationship
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of the PCI masters to the central PCI resource known as the bus arbiter. In this
example, there are seven possible masters connected to the PCI bus arbiter in
the illustration. Each master is connected to the arbiter via a separate pair of
REQ#/GNT# signals. Although the arbiter is shown as a separate component, it
usually is integrated into the PCI chip set; specifically, it is typically integrated
into the host/PCI or the PCI/expansion bus bridge chip.

Arbitration Algorithm

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the PCI specification does not define
the scheme used by the PCI bus arbiter to decide the winner of the competition
when multiple masters simultaneously request bus ownership. The arbiter may

Figure 5-1: The PCI Bus Arbiter
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Chapter 5: PCI Bus Arbitration
utilize any scheme, such as one based on fixed or rotational priority or a combi-
nation of the two (rotational among one group of masters and fixed within
another group). The 2.1 specification states that the arbiter is required to imple-
ment a fairness algorithm to avoid deadlocks. The exact verbiage that is used is:

"The central arbiter is required to implement a fairness algorithm to avoid
deadlocks. Fairness means that each potential bus master must be granted
access to the bus independent of other requests. Fairness is defined as a pol-
icy that ensures that high-priority masters will not dominate the bus to the
exclusion of lower-priority masters when they are continually requesting
the bus. However, this does not mean that all agents are required to have
equal access to the bus. By requiring a fairness algorithm there are no spe-
cial conditions to handle when LOCK# is active (assuming a resource lock)
or when cacheable memory is located on PCI. A system that uses a fairness
algorithm is still considered fair if it implements a complete bus lock
instead of a resource lock. However, the arbiter must advance to a new
agent if the initial transaction attempting to establish a lock is terminated
with retry."

The specification contains an example arbiter implementation that does clarify
the intent of the specification. The example can be found in the next section.

Ideally, the bus arbiter should be programmable by the system. If it is, the star-
tup configuration software can determine the priority to be assigned to each
member of the bus master community by reading from the Maximum Latency
(Max_Lat) configuration register associated with each bus master (see Figure 5-
2 on page 62). The bus master designer hardwires this register to indicate, in
increments of 250ns, how quickly the master requires access to the bus in order
to achieve adequate performance.

In order to grant the PCI bus to a bus master, the arbiter asserts the device’s
respective GNT# signal. This grants the bus to the master for one transaction
(consisting of one or more data phases).

If a master generates a request, is subsequently granted the bus and does not
initiate a transaction (assert FRAME#) within 16 PCI clocks after the bus goes
idle, the arbiter may assume that the master is malfunctioning. In this case, the
action taken by the arbiter would be system design-dependent.
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Figure 5-2: Maximum Latency Configuration Register
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Chapter 5: PCI Bus Arbitration
Example Arbiter with Fairness
A system may divide the overall community of bus masters on a PCI bus into
two categories: 

1. Bus masters that require fast access to the bus or high throughput in order
to achieve good performance. Examples might be the video adapter, an
ATM network interface, or an FDDI network interface.

2. Bus masters that don’t require very fast access to the bus or high through-
put in order to achieve good performance. Examples might be a SCSI host
bus adapter or a standard expansion bus master.

The arbiter would segregate the REQ#/GNT# signals into two groups with
greater precedence given to those in one group. Assume that bus masters A and
B are in the group that requires fast access, while masters X, Y and Z are in the
other group. The arbiter can be programmed or designed to treat each group as
rotational priority within the group and rotational priority between the two
groups. This is pictured in Figure 5-3 on page 64.

Assume the following conditions:

• Master A is the next to receive the bus in the first group.
• Master X is the next to receive it in the second group.
• A master in the first group is the next to receive the bus.
• All masters are asserting REQ# and wish to perform multiple transactions

(i.e., they keep their respective REQ# asserted after starting a transaction).

The order in which the masters would receive access to the bus is:

1. Master A.
2. Master B.
3. Master X.
4. Master A.
5. Master B.
6. Master Y.
7. Master A.
8. Master B.
9. Master Z.
10. Master A.
11. Master B.
12. Master X, etc.

The masters in the first group are permitted to access the bus more frequently
than those that reside in the second group.
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6 Master and Target 
Latency

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided a detailed description of the mechanism used to
arbitrate for PCI bus ownership.

This Chapter

This chapter describes the rules governing how much time a device may hold
the bus in wait states during any given data phase. It describes how soon after
reset is removed the first transaction may be initiated and how soon after reset
is removed a target device must be prepared to transfer data. The mechanisms
that a target may use to meet the latency rules are described: Delayed Transac-
tions, and posting of memory writes.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes the transaction types, or commands, that the initiator
may utilize when it has successfully acquired PCI bus ownership.

Mandatory Delay Before First Transaction Initiated

The 2.2 spec mandates that the system (i.e., the arbiter within the chipset) must
guarantee that the first transaction will not be initiated on the PCI bus for at
least five PCI clock cycles after RST# is deasserted. This value is referred to as
Trhff in the spec (Time from Reset High-to-First-FRAME# assertion).
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Bus Access Latency

When a bus master wishes to transfer a block of one or more data items between
itself and a target PCI device, it must request the use of the bus from the bus
arbiter. Bus access latency is defined as the amount of time that expires from the
moment a bus master requests the use of the PCI bus until it completes the first
data transfer of the transaction. Figure 6-1 on page 75 illustrates the different
components of the access latency experienced by a PCI bus master. Table 6-1 on
page 74 describes each latency component.
 

Table 6-1: Access Latency Components

Component Description

Bus Access Latency Defined as the amount of time that expires from the moment a 
bus master requests the use of the PCI bus until it completes 
the first data transfer of the transaction. In other words, it is 
the sum of arbitration, bus acquisition and target latency.

Arbitration Latency Defined as the period of time from the bus master’s assertion 
of REQ# until the bus arbiter asserts the bus master’s GNT#. 
This period is a function of the arbitration algorithm, the mas-
ter’s priority and whether any other masters are requesting 
access to the bus.

Bus Acquisition 
Latency

Defined as the period time from the reception of GNT# by the 
requesting bus master until the current bus master surrenders 
the bus. The requesting bus master can then initiate its trans-
action by asserting FRAME#. The duration of this period is a 
function of how long the current bus master’s transaction-in-
progress takes to complete. This parameter is the larger of 
either the current master’s LT value (in other words, its 
timeslice) or the longest latency to first data phase completion 
in the system (which is limited to a maximum of 16 clocks).

Initiator and Target 
Latency

Defined as the period of time from the start of a transaction 
until the master and the currently-addressed target are ready 
to complete the first data transfer of the transaction. This 
period is a function how fast the master is able to transfer the 
first data item, as well as the access time for the currently-
addressed target device (and is limited to a maximum of 8 
clocks for the master and 16 clocks for the target).
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Chapter 6: Master and Target Latency
PCI bus masters should always use burst transfers to transfer blocks of data
between themselves and a target PCI device (some poorly-designed masters use
a series of single-data phase transactions to transfer a block of data). The trans-
fer may consist of anywhere from one to an unlimited number of bytes. A bus
master that has requested and has been granted the use of the bus (its GNT# is
asserted by the arbiter) cannot begin a transaction until the current bus master
completes its transaction-in-progress. If the current master were permitted to
own the bus until its entire transfer were completed, it would be possible for the
current bus master to starve other bus masters from using the bus for extended
periods of time. The extensive delay incurred could cause other bus masters
(and/or the application programs they serve) to experience poor performance
or even to malfunction (buffer overflows or starvation may be experienced).

As an example, a bus master could have a buffer full condition and is requesting
the use of the bus in order to off-load its buffer contents to system memory. If it
experiences an extended delay (latency) in acquiring the bus to begin the trans-
fer, it may experience a data overrun condition as it receives more data from its
associated device (such as a network) to be placed into its buffer.

In order to insure that the designers of bus masters are dealing with a predict-
able and manageable amount of bus latency, the PCI specification defines two
mechanisms:

• Master Latency Timer (MLT).
• Target-Initiated Termination.

Figure 6-1: Access Latency Components
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Pre-2.1 Devices Can Be Bad Boys

Prior to the 2.1 spec, there were some rules regarding how quickly a master or
target had to transfer data, but they were not complete, nor were they clearly
stated. The following list describes the behavior permitted by the pre-2.1 ver-
sions of the spec:

• In any data phase, the master could take any amount of time before assert-
ing IRDY# to transfer a data item.

• At the end of the final data phase, the spec didn’t say how quickly the mas-
ter had to return IRDY# to the deasserted state, thereby returning the bus to
the idle state so another master could use it.

• There was no 16 clock first data phase completion rule for the target. It
could keep TRDY# deasserted forever if it wanted to.

• There was a subsequent data phase completion rule for the target, but it was
not written clearly and provided a huge loop hole that permitted the target
to insert any number of wait states in a data phase other than the first one.
Basically, it said that the target should (there’s a fuzzy word that should be
banned from every spec) be ready to transfer a data item within eight clocks
after entering a data phase. If it couldn’t meet this eight clock recommenda-
tion, however, then whenever it did become ready to transfer the data item
(could be a gazillion clocks later), it must assert STOP# along with TRDY#. 

The bottom line is that pre-2.1 targets and masters can exhibit very poor behav-
ior that ties up the PCI bus for awful amounts of time. The 2.1 spec closed these
loop holes.

Preventing Master from Monopolizing the Bus

Master Must Transfer Data Within 8 CLKs

Refer to Figure 6-2 on page 77. It is a rule that the initiator must not keep IRDY#
deasserted for more than seven PCI clocks during any data phase. In other
words, it must be prepared to transfer a data item within eight clocks after entry
into any data phase. If the initiator has no buffer space available to store read
data, it must delay requesting the bus until is has room for the data. On a write
transaction, the initiator must have the data available before it asks for the bus.
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IRDY# Deasserted In Clock After Last Data Transfer
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Figure 6-2: Longest Legal Deassertion of IRDY# In Any Data Phase Is 8 Clocks
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7 The Commands

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter described the rules governing how much time a device
may hold the bus in wait states during any given data phase. It described how
soon after reset is removed the first transaction may be initiated and how soon
after reset is removed a target device must be prepared to transfer data. The
mechanisms that a target may use to meet the latency rules were described:
Delayed Transactions, and posting of memory writes.

In This Chapter

This chapter defines the types of commands (i.e., transaction types) that a bus
master may initiate when it has acquired ownership of the PCI bus.

The Next Chapter

Using timing diagrams, the next chapter provides a detailed description of PCI
read transactions. It also describes the treatment of the Byte Enable signals dur-
ing both reads and writes.

Introduction
When a bus master acquires ownership of the PCI bus, it may initiate one of the
types of transactions listed in Table 7-1 on page 100. During the address phase
of a transaction, the Command/Byte Enable bus, C/BE#[3:0], is used to indicate
the command, or transaction, type. Table 7-1 on page 100 provides the setting
that the initiator places on the Command/Byte Enable lines to indicate the type
of transaction in progress. The sections that follow provide a description of each
of the command types.
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Interrupt Acknowledge Command

Introduction
In a PC-compatible system, interrupts can be delivered to the processor in one
of three ways:

Table 7-1: PCI Command Types

C/BE[3:0]#
(binary)

Command Type

0000 Interrupt Acknowledge

0001 Special Cycle

0010 I/O Read

0011 I/O Write

0100
Reserved

0101

0110 Memory Read

0111 Memory Write

1000
Reserved

1001

1010 Configuration Read

1011 Configuration Write

1100 Memory Read Multiple

1101 Dual Address Cycle

1110 Memory Read Line

1111 Memory Write-and-Invalidate
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Chapter 7: The Commands
0(7+2'����In a single processor system (see Figure 7-1 on page 103), the inter-
rupt controller asserts INTR to the x86 processor. In this case, the processor
responds with an Interrupt Acknowledge transaction. This section
describes that transaction.

0(7+2'����In a multi-processor system, interrupts can be delivered to the array
of processors over the APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Control-
ler) bus in the form of message packets. For more information, refer to the
MindShare book entitled Pentium Processor System Architecture (published
by Addison-Wesley).

0(7+2'����In a system that supports Message Signaled Interrupts, interrupts
can be delivered to the host/PCI bridge in the form of memory writes. For
more information, refer to “Message Signaled Interrupts (MSI)” on
page 252.

In response to an interrupt request delivered over the INTR signal line, an Intel
x86 processor issues two Interrupt Acknowledge transactions (note that the P6
family processors only issues one) to read the interrupt vector from the inter-
rupt controller. The interrupt vector tells the processor which interrupt service
routine to execute.

Background

In an Intel x86-based system, the processor is usually the device that services
interrupt requests received from subsystems that require servicing. In a PC-
compatible system, the subsystem requiring service issues a request by assert-
ing one of the system interrupt request signals, IRQ0 through IRQ15. When the
IRQ is detected by the interrupt controller within the South Bridge (see Figure
7-1 on page 103), it asserts INTR to the host processor. Assuming that the host
processor is enabled to recognize interrupt requests (the Interrupt Flag bit in the
EFLAGS register is set to one), the processor responds by requesting the inter-
rupt vector from the interrupt controller. This is accomplished by the processor
performing the following sequence:

1. The processor generates an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle. Please note
that a P6 family processor does not generate this first Interrupt Acknowledge bus
cycle. No address is output by the processor because the address of the tar-
get device, the interrupt controller, is implicit in the bus cycle type. The pur-
pose of this bus cycle is to command the interrupt controller to prioritize
its currently-pending requests and select the request to be processed. The
processor doesn't expect any data to be returned by the interrupt controller
during this bus cycle.
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2. The processor generates a second Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle to
request the interrupt vector from the interrupt controller. If this is a P6 fam-
ily processor, this is the only Interrupt Acknowledge transaction it gener-
ates. BE0# is asserted by the processor, indicating that an 8-bit vector is
expected to be returned on the lower data path, D[7:0]. To state this more
precisely, the processor requests that the interrupt controller return the
index into the interrupt table in memory. This tells the processor which
table entry to read. The table entry contains the start address of the device-
specific interrupt service routine in memory. In response to the second
Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, the interrupt controller must drive the
interrupt table index, or vector, associated with the highest-priority request
currently pending back to the processor over the lower data path, D[7:0].
The processor reads the vector from the bus and uses it to determine the
start address of the interrupt service routine that it must execute.
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Figure 7-1: Typical PC Block Diagram—Single Processor
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8 Read Transfers

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter defined the types of commands (i.e., transaction types)
that a bus master may initiate when it has acquired ownership of the PCI bus.

This Chapter

Using timing diagrams, this chapter provides a detailed description of PCI read
transactions. It also describes the treatment of the Byte Enable signals during
both reads and writes.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes write transactions using example timing diagrams.

Some Basic Rules For Both Reads and Writes

The ready signal (IRDY# or TRDY#) from the device sourcing the data must be
asserted when it starts driving valid data onto the data bus, while the device
receiving the data keeps its ready line deasserted until it is ready to receive the
data. Once a device’s ready signal is asserted, it must remain so until the end of
the current data phase (i.e., until the data is transferred).

A device must not alter its control line settings once it has indicated that it is
ready to complete the current data phase. Once the initiator has asserted IRDY#
to indicate that it’s ready to transfer the current data item, it may not change the
state of IRDY# or FRAME# regardless of the state of TRDY#. Once a target has
asserted TRDY# or STOP#, it may not change TRDY#, STOP# or DEVSEL# until
the current data phase completes. 
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Parity

Parity generation, checking, error reporting and timing is not discussed in this
chapter. This subject is covered in detail in the chapter entitled “Error Detection
and Handling” on page 199.

Example Single Data Phase Read

Refer to Figure 8-1 on page 126. Each clock cycle is numbered for easy reference
and begins on its rising-edge. It is assumed that the bus master has already arbi-
trated for and been granted access to the bus. The bus master then must wait for
the bus to become idle. This is accomplished by sampling the state of FRAME#
and IRDY# on the rising-edge of each clock (along with GNT#). When both are
sampled deasserted (along with GNT# still asserted), the bus is idle and a trans-
action may be initiated by the bus master. 

&/2&.����On detecting bus idle (FRAME# and IRDY# both deasserted), the ini-
tiator starts the transaction on the rising-edge of clock one.
7+( initiator drives out the address on AD[31:0] and the command on C/
BE#[3:0].
7+( initiator asserts FRAME# to indicate that the transaction has started
and that there is a valid address and command on the bus.

&/2&.����All targets on the bus sample the address, command and FRAME# on
the rising-edge of clock two, completing the address phase.
7+( targets begin the decode to determine which of them is the target of
the transaction.
7+( initiator asserts IRDY# to indicate that is ready to accept the first read
data item from the target.
7+( initiator also deasserts FRAME# when it asserts IRDY#, thereby indi-
cating that it is ready to complete the final data phase of the transaction.
7+( initiator stops driving the command onto C/BE#[3:0] and starts driv-
ing the byte enables to indicate which locations it wished to read from the
first dword.
12 target asserts DEVSEL# in clock two to claim the transaction.
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&/2&.����On the rising-edge of clock three, the initiator samples DEVSEL#
deasserted indicating that the transaction has not yet been claimed by a tar-
get. The first (and only) data phase therefore cannot complete yet. It is
extended by one clock (a wait state) in clock three.
'85,1* the wait state, the initiator must continue to drive the byte enables
and to assert IRDY#. It must continue to drive them until the data phase
completes.
$ target asserts DEVSEL# to claim the transaction.
7+( target also asserts TRDY# to indicate that it is driving the first dword
onto the AD bus.

&/2&.����Both the initiator and the target sample IRDY# and TRDY# asserted
on the rising-edge of clock four. The initiator also latches the data and the
assertion of TRDY# indicates that the data is good. The first (and only) data
item has been successfully read.
,) the target needed to sample the byte enables, it would sample them at
this point. In this example, however, the target already supplied the data to
the master without consulting the byte enables. This behavior is permitted
if it’s a well-behaved memory target (one wherein a read from a location
doesn’t change the content of the location). This is referred to as Prefetch-
able memory and is described in “What Is Prefetchable Memory?” on
page 93.
7+( target samples FRAME# deasserted, indicating that this is the final
data phase.
%(&$86( the transaction has been completed, the initiator deasserts IRDY#
and ceases to drive the byte enables.
7+( target deasserts TRDY# and DEVSEL# and stops driving the data dur-
ing clock four.

&/2&.����The bus returns to the idle state on the rising-edge of clock five.
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Example Burst Read
During the following description of an example burst read transaction, refer to
Figure 8-2 on page 130.

&/2&.����At the start of clock one, the initiator asserts FRAME#, indicating that
the transaction has begun and that a valid start address and command are
on the bus. FRAME# must remain asserted until the initiator is ready to
complete the last data phase.

Figure 8-1: Example Single Data Phase Read
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Chapter 8: Read Transfers
$7 the same time that the initiator asserts FRAME#, it drives the start
address onto the AD bus and the transaction type onto the Command/Byte
Enable lines, C/BE[3:0]#. The address and transaction type are driven onto
the bus for the duration of clock one.
'85,1* clock one, IRDY#, TRDY# and DEVSEL# are not driven (in prepa-
ration for takeover by the new initiator and target). They are kept in the
deasserted state by keeper resistors on the system board (required system
board resource).

&/2&.����At the start of clock two, the initiator ceases driving the AD bus. A
turn-around cycle (i.e., a dead cycle) is required on all signals that may be
driven by more than one PCI bus agent. This period is required to avoid a
collision when one agent is in the process of turning off its output drivers
and another agent begins driving the same signal(s). The target will take
control of the AD bus to drive the first requested data item (between one
and four bytes) back to the initiator. During a read, clock two is defined as
the turn-around cycle because ownership of the AD bus is changing from
the initiator to the addressed target. It is the responsibility of the addressed
target to keep TRDY# deasserted to enforce this period.
$/62 at the start of clock two, the initiator ceases to drive the command
onto the Command/Byte Enable lines and uses them to indicate the bytes to
be transferred in the currently-addressed dword (as well as the data paths
to be used during the data transfer). Typically, the initiator will assert all of
the byte enables during a read.
7+( initiator also asserts IRDY# to indicate that it is ready to receive the
first data item from the target.
8321 asserting IRDY#, the initiator does not deassert FRAME#, thereby
indicating that this is not the final data phase of the example transaction. If
this were the final data phase, the initiator would assert IRDY# and deassert
FRAME# simultaneously to indicate that it is ready to complete the final
data phase. 
,7 should be noted that the initiator does not have to assert IRDY# immedi-
ately upon entering a data phase. It may require some time before it’s ready
to receive the first data item (e.g., it has a buffer full condition). However,
the initiator may not keep IRDY# deasserted for more than seven PCI clocks
during any data phase. This rule was added in version 2.1 of the specifica-
tion.

&/2&.����During clock cycle three, the target asserts DEVSEL# to indicate that
it has recognized its address and will participate in the transaction.
7+( target also begins to drive the first data item (between one and four
bytes, as requested by the setting of the C/BE lines) onto the AD bus and
asserts TRDY# to indicate the presence of the requested data.
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The Previous Chapter

Using timing diagrams, the previous chapter provided a detailed description of
PCI read transactions. It also described the treatment of the Byte Enable signals
during both reads and writes.

In This Chapter

This chapter describes write transactions using example timing diagrams.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes the differences between the memory and IO
addresses issued during the address phase.

Example Single Data Phase Write Transaction

Refer to Figure 9-1 on page 137. Each clock cycle is numbered for easy reference
and begins and ends on the rising-edge. It is assumed that the bus master has
already arbitrated for and been granted access to the bus. The bus master then
must wait for the bus to become idle. This is accomplished by sampling the
state of FRAME# and IRDY# on the rising-edge of each clock (along with
GNT#). When both are sampled deasserted (clock edge one), the bus is idle and
a transaction may be initiated by the bus master. 

&/2&.����On detecting bus idle (FRAME# and IRDY# both deasserted), the ini-
tiator starts the transaction on the rising-edge of clock one.
7+( initiator drives out the address on AD[31:0] and the command on C/
BE#[3:0].
7+( initiator asserts FRAME# to indicate that the transaction has started
and that there is a valid address and command on the bus.
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&/2&.���All targets on the bus sample the address, command and FRAME# on
the rising-edge of clock two, completing the address phase.
7+( targets begin the decode to determine which of them is the target of
the transaction.
7+( initiator asserts IRDY# to indicate that is driving the first write data
item to the target over the AD bus. As long as the initiator asserts IRDY#
within seven clocks after entering a data phase, it is within spec.
7+( initiator also deasserts FRAME# when it asserts IRDY#, thereby indi-
cating that it is ready to complete the final data phase of the transaction.
7+( initiator stops driving the command onto C/BE#[3:0] and starts driv-
ing the byte enables to indicate which locations it wished to write to in the
first dword.
7+( target asserts DEVSEL# in clock two to claim the transaction.
7+( target also asserts TRDY# to indicate its readiness to accept the first
write data item.

&/2&.���The master samples DEVSEL# asserted, indicating that the target has
claimed the transaction.
7+( target samples IRDY# and the data on the AD bus. The asserted state
of IRDY# indicates that it has just latched the first valid write data item.
7+( asserted state of TRDY# indicates to the initiator that the target was
ready to accept it, so both parties now know that the first data item has been
transferred.
7+( target also sampled FRAME# deasserted, indicating that this is the
final data phase of the transaction.
%(&$86( the transaction has been completed, the initiator deasserts IRDY#
and ceases to drive the byte enables and the data.
7+( target deasserts TRDY# and DEVSEL# during clock four.

&/2&.���The bus returns to the idle state on the rising-edge of clock five.
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Example Burst Write Transaction
During the following description of the write transaction, refer to Figure 9-2 on
page 141. 

&/2&.����When both IRDY# and FRAME# are sampled deasserted (on the ris-
ing-edge of clock one), the bus is idle and a transaction may be initiated by
the bus master whose GNT# signal is currently asserted by the bus arbiter. 
$7 the start of clock cycle one, the initiator asserts FRAME# to indicate that
the transaction has begun and that a valid start address and command are
present on the bus. FRAME# remains asserted until the initiator is ready

Figure 9-1: Example Single Data Phase Write Transaction
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(has asserted IRDY#) to complete the last data phase. At the same time that
the initiator asserts FRAME#, it drives the start address onto the AD bus
and the transaction type onto C/BE#[3:0]. The address and transaction type
are driven onto the bus for the duration of clock one.
'85,1* clock cycle one, IRDY#, TRDY# and DEVSEL# are not driven (in
preparation for takeover by the new initiator and target). They are main-
tained in the deasserted state by the pullups on the system board.

&/2&.����At the start of clock cycle two, the initiator stops driving the address
onto the AD bus and begins driving the first write data item. Since it doesn’t
have to hand off control of the AD bus to the target (as it does during a
read), a turn-around cycle is unnecessary. The initiator may begin to drive
the first data item onto the AD bus immediately upon entry to clock cycle
two. Remember, though, that the initiator is still in spec as long as it pre-
sents the data within eight clocks after entering a data phase.
'85,1* clock cycle two, the initiator stops driving the command and starts
driving the byte enables to indicate the bytes to be written to the currently-
addressed dword. 
7+( initiator drives the write data onto the AD bus and asserts IRDY# to
indicate the presence of the data on the bus. The initiator doesn’t deassert
FRAME# when it asserts IRDY# (because this is not the final data phase).
Once again, it should be noted that the initiator does not have to assert
IRDY# immediately upon entering a data phase. It may require some time
before it’s ready to source the first data item (e.g., it has a buffer empty con-
dition). However, the initiator may not keep IRDY# deasserted for more
than seven clocks during any data phase. This rule was added in version 2.1
of the specification.
'85,1* clock cycle two, the target decodes the address and command and
asserts DEVSEL# to claim the transaction.
,1 addition, it asserts TRDY#, indicating its readiness to accept the first data
item.

&/2&.����At the rising-edge of clock three, the initiator and the currently-
addressed target sample both TRDY# and IRDY# asserted, indicating that
they are both ready to complete the first data phase. This is a zero wait state
transfer (i.e., a one clock data phase). The target accepts the first data item
from the bus on the rising-edge of clock three (and samples the byte enables
in order to determine which bytes are being written), completing the first
data phase.
7+( target increments its address counter by four to point to the next
dword.
'85,1* clock cycle three, the initiator drives the second data item onto the
AD bus and sets the byte enables to indicate the bytes being written into the
next dword and the data paths to be used during the second data phase.
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7+( initiator also keeps IRDY# asserted and does not deassert FRAME#,
thereby indicating that it is ready to complete the second data phase and
that this is not the final data phase. Assertion of IRDY# indicates that the
write data is present on the bus.

&/2&.����At the rising-edge of clock four, the initiator and the currently-
addressed target sample both TRDY# and IRDY# asserted, indicating that
they are both ready to complete the second data phase. This is a zero wait
state data phase. The target accepts the second data item from the bus on
the rising-edge of clock four (and samples the byte enables to determine
which data lanes contain valid data), completing the second data phase.
7+( initiator requires more time before beginning to drive the next data
item onto the AD bus (it has a buffer-empty condition). It therefore inserts a
wait state into the third data phase by deasserting IRDY# at the start of
clock cycle four. This allows the initiator to delay presentation of the new
data, but it must set the byte enables to the proper setting for the third data
phase immediately upon entering the data phase.
,1 this example, the target also requires more time before it will be ready to
accept the third data item. To indicate the requirement for more time, the
target deasserts TRDY# during clock cycle four. 
7+( target once again increments its address counter to point to the next
dword.
'85,1* clock cycle four, although the initiator does not yet have the third
data item available to drive, it must drive a stable pattern onto the data
paths rather than let the AD bus float (required power conservation mea-
sure). The specification doesn’t dictate the pattern to be driven during this
period. It is usually accomplished by continuing to drive the previous data
item. The target will not accept the data being presented to it for two rea-
sons:
• By deasserting TRDY#, it has indicated that it isn't ready to accept data.
• By deasserting IRDY#, the initiator has indicated that it is not yet pre-

senting the next data item to the target.
&/2&.����When the initiator and target sample IRDY# and TRDY# deasserted

at the rising-edge of clock five, they insert a wait state (clock cycle five) into
the third data phase.
'85,1* clock cycle five, the initiator asserts IRDY# and drives the final
data item onto the AD bus.
7+( initiator also deasserts FRAME# to indicate that this is the last data
phase.
7+( initiator must continue to drive the byte enables for the third data
phase until it completes.
7+( target keeps TRDY# deasserted, indicating that it is not yet ready to
accept the third data item.
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10 Memory and IO 
Addressing

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter described write transactions using example timing dia-
grams.

In This Chapter

This chapter describes the differences between the memory and IO addresses
issued during the address phase.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides a detailed description of Fast Back-to-Back transac-
tions and address/data Stepping.

Memory Addressing

The Start Address
The start address issued during any form of memory transaction is a dword-
aligned address presented on AD[31:2] during the address phase. It is a quad-
word-aligned address if the master is starting a 64-bit transfer, but this subject is
covered in “The 64-bit PCI Extension” on page 265.

Addressing Sequence During Memory Burst
The following discussion assumes that the memory target supports bursting.
The memory target latches the start address into an address counter and uses it
for the first data phase. Upon completion of the first data phase and assuming
that it’s not a single data phase transaction, the memory target must update its
address counter to point to the next dword to be transferred.
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On a memory access, the memory target must check the state of address bits one
and zero (AD[1:0]) to determine the policy to use when updating its address
counter at the conclusion of each data phase. Table 10-1 on page 144 defines the
addressing sequences defined in the revision 2.2 specification and encoded in
the first two address bits. Only two addressing sequences are currently defined: 

• Linear (sequential) Mode.
• Cache Line Wrap Mode.

Linear (Sequential) Mode

All memory devices that support multiple data phase transfers must support
linear addressing. When the Memory Write-and-Invalidate command is used,
the start address must be aligned on a cache line boundary and it must indicate
(on AD[1:0]) linear addressing. At the completion of each data phase, (even if
the initiator isn’t asserting any Byte Enables in the next data phase) the memory
target increments its address counter by four to point to the next sequential
dword for the next data phase (or the next sequential quadword if performing
64-bit transfers)

Cache Line Wrap Mode

Support for Cache Line Wrap Mode is optional and is only used for memory
reads. A memory target that supports this mode must implement the Cache
Line Size configuration register (so it knows when the end of a line has been

Table 10-1: Memory Burst Address Sequence

AD1 AD0 Addressing Sequence

0 0 Linear, or sequential, addressing sequence during the burst.

0 1 Reserved. Prior to revision 2.1, this indicated Intel Toggle 
Mode addressing. When detected, the memory target 
should signal a Disconnect with data transfer during the 
first data phase or a disconnect without data transfer in the 
second data phase.

1 0 Cache Line Wrap mode. First defined in revision 2.1.

1 1 Reserved. When detected, the memory target should signal 
a Disconnect with data transfer during the first data phase 
or a disconnect without data transfer in the second data 
phase.
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reached). The start address can be any dword within a line. At the start of each
data phase of the burst read, the memory target increments the dword address
in its address counter. When the end of the current cache line is encountered
and assuming that the master continues the burst, the target starts the transfer
of the next cache line at the same relative start position (i.e., dword) as that used
in the first cache line.

Implementation of Cache Line Wrap Mode is optional for memory and mean-
ingless for IO and configuration targets. 

The author is not aware (some people, mostly my friends, would agree with
that) of any bus masters that use Cache Line Wrap Mode when performing
memory reads. It would mainly be useful if the processor were permitted to
cache from memory targets residing on the PCI bus. This is no longer sup-
ported, but was in the 2.1 spec. The following explanation is only presented as
background to explain the inclusion of Cache Line Wrap Mode in the earlier
spec.

When a processor has a cache miss, it initiates a cache line fill transaction on its
external bus to fetch the line from memory. If the target memory is not main
memory, the host/PCI bridge starts a burst memory read from the PCI memory
target using Cache Line Wrap Mode. Most processors (other than x86 proces-
sors) use Wrap addressing when performing a cache line fill. The processor
expects the memory controller to understand that it wants the critical quad-
word first (because it contains the bytes that caused the cache miss), followed
by the remaining quadwords that comprise the cache line. The transfer
sequence of the remaining quadwords is typically circular (which is what Wrap
Mode is all about).

The Intel x86 processors do not use wrap addressing (they use Toggle Mode
addressing). The PowerPC 601, 603 and 604 processors use Wrap addressing.
For a detailed description of the 486 cache line fill addressing sequence, refer to
the Addison-Wesley publication entitled 80486 System Architecture. For that
used by the Pentium processor, refer to the Addison-Wesley publication entitled
Pentium Processor System Architecture. For that used by the P6-family processors,
refer to the Addison-Wesley publication entitled Pentium Pro and Pentium II Sys-
tem Architecture. For that used by the PowerPC 60x processors, refer to the Add-
ison-Wesley publication entitled PowerPC System Architecture.

When Target Doesn’t Support Setting on AD[1:0]

Although a memory target may support burst mode, it may not implement the
addressing sequence indicated by the bus master during the address phase.
When the master uses a pattern on AD[1:0] that the target doesn’t support
(Reserved or Cache Line Wrap), the target must respond as follows:
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• The target must either issue a Disconnect with data transfer on the transfer
of the first data item,

• or a Disconnect without data transfer during the second data phase.

This is necessary because the initiator is indicating an addressing sequence the
target is unfamiliar with and the target therefore doesn’t know what to do with
its address counter.

There are two scenarios where the master may use a bit pattern not supported
by the target:

• The master was built to a different rev of the spec. and is using a pattern
that was reserved when the target was designed.

• The master indicates Cache Line Wrap addressing on a burst, but the target
only supports Linear addressing.

PCI IO Addressing

Do Not Merge Processor IO Writes

To ensure that IO devices function correctly, bridges must never merge sequen-
tial IO accesses into a single data phase (merging byte accesses performed by
the processor into a single-dword transfer) or a multiple data phase transaction.
Each individual IO transaction generated by the processor must be performed
on the PCI bus as it appears on the host bus. This rule includes accesses to both
IO space and memory-mapped IO space (non-Prefetchable memory). Bridges
are not permitted to perform byte merging in the their posted memory write
buffers when writes are performed to non-Prefetchable memory (see “Byte
Merging” on page 95 and “What Is Prefetchable Memory?” on page 93.

General
During an IO transaction, the start IO address placed on the AD bus during the
address phase has the following format:

• AD[31:2] identify the target dword of IO space.
• AD[1:0] identify the least-significant byte (i.e., the start byte) within the tar-

get dword that the initiator wishes to perform a transfer with (00b = byte 0,
01b = byte 1, etc.).

At the end of the address phase, all IO targets latch the start address and the IO
read or write command and begin the address decode.
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Decode By Device That Owns Entire IO Dword

An IO device that only implements 32-bit IO ports can ignore AD[1:0] when
performing address decode. In other words, it decodes AD[31:2] plus the com-
mand in deciding whether or not to claim the transaction by asserting
DEVSEL#. It then examines the byte enables in the first data phase to determine
which of the four locations in the addressed IO dword are being read or written.

Decode by Device With 8-Bit or 16-Bit Ports

An IO device may not implement all four locations within each dword of IO
space assigned to it. As an example, within a given dword of IO space it may
implement locations 0 and 1, but not 2 and 3. This type of IO target claims the
transaction based on the byte-specific start address that it latched at the end of
the address phase. In other words, it must decode the full 32-bit IO address con-
sisting of AD[31:0]. If that 8-bit IO port is implemented in the target, the target
asserts DEVSEL# and claims the transaction. 

The byte enables asserted during the data phase identify the least-significant
byte within the dword (the same one indicated by the setting of AD[1:0]) as well
as any additional bytes (within the addressed dword) that the initiator wishes
to transfer. It is illegal (and makes no sense) for the initiator to assert any byte
enables of lesser significance than the one indicated by the AD[1:0] setting. If
the initiator does assert any of the illegal byte enable patterns, the target must
terminate the transaction with a Target Abort. Table 10-2 on page 147 contains
some examples of valid IO addresses.

Table 10-2: Examples of IO Addressing

AD[31:0] C/BE3# C/BE2# C/BE1# C/BE0# Description

00001000h 1 1 1 0 just location 1000h

000095A2h 0 0 1 1 95A2 and 95A3h

00001510h 0 0 0 0 1510h-1513h

1267AE21h 0 0 0 1 1267AE21h-1267AE23h
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11 Fast Back-to-
Back & Stepping

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter described the differences between the memory and IO
addresses issued during the address phase.

This Chapter

This chapter provides a detailed description of Fast Back-to-Back transactions
and address/data Stepping.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes the early termination of a transaction before all of the
intended data has been transferred between the master and the target. This
includes descriptions of Master Abort, the preemption of a master, Target Retry,
Target Disconnect, and Target Abort.

Fast Back-to-Back Transactions
Assertion of its grant by the PCI bus arbiter gives a PCI bus master access to the
bus for a single transaction consisting of one or more data phases. If a bus mas-
ter desires another access, it should continue to assert its REQ# after it has
asserted FRAME# for the first transaction. If the arbiter continues to assert
GNT# to the master at the end of the first transaction, the master may then
immediately initiate a second transaction. However, a bus master attempting to
perform two, back-to-back transactions usually must insert an idle cycle
between the two transactions. This is illustrated in clock 6 of Figure 11-1 on
page 154. If all of the required criteria are met, the master can eliminate the idle
cycle between the two bus transactions. These are referred to as Fast Back-to-
Back transactions. This can only occur if there is a guarantee that there will not
be contention (on any signal lines) between the masters and/or targets involved
in the two transactions. There are two scenarios where this is the case.
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&$6(����In the first case, the master guarantees that there will be no contention.
It’s optional whether or not a master implements this capability, but it’s
mandatory that targets support it.

&$6(����In the second case, the master and the community of PCI targets collec-
tively provide the guarantee.

The sections that follow describe these two scenarios.

Figure 11-1: Back-to-Back Transactions With an Idle State In-Between
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Decision to Implement Fast Back-to-Back Capability

The subsequent two sections describe the rules that permit deletion of the idle
state between two transactions. Since they represent a fairly constraining set of
rules, the designer of a bus master should make an informed decision as to
whether or not it’s worth the additional logic it would take to implement it.

Assume that the nature of a particular bus master is such that it typically per-
forms long burst transfers whenever it acquires bus ownership. A SCSI Host
Bus Adapter would be a good example. In this case, including the extra logic to
support Fast Back-to-Back transactions would not be worth the effort. Percent-
age-wise, you’re only saving one clock tick of latency in between each pair of
long transfers.

Assume that the nature of another master is such that it typically performs lots
of small data transfers. In this case, inclusion of the extra logic may result in a
measurable increase in performance. Since each of the small transactions typi-
cally only consists of a few clock ticks and the master performs lots of these
small transactions in rapid succession, the savings of one clock tick in between
each transaction pair can amount to the removal of a fair percentage of over-
head normally spent in bus idle time.

Scenario 1: Master Guarantees Lack of Contention

In this scenario (defined in revision 1.0 of the specification and still true in revi-
sion 2.x), the master must ensure that, when it performs a pair of back-to-back
transactions with no idle state in between the two, there is no contention on any
of the signals driven by the bus master or on those driven by the target. An idle
cycle is required whenever AD[31:0], C/BE#[3:0], FRAME#, PAR and IRDY# are
driven by different masters from one clock cycle to the next. The idle cycle
allows one cycle for the master currently driving these signals to surrender con-
trol (cease driving) before the next bus master begins to drive these signals. This
prevents bus contention on the bus master-related signals.

1st Must Be Write, 2nd Is Read or Write, But Same Target

The master must ensure that the same set of output drivers are driving the mas-
ter-related signals at the end of the first transaction and the start of the second.
This means that the master must ensure that it is driving the bus at the end of
the first transaction and at the start of the second.
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To meet this criteria, the first transaction must be a write transaction so the mas-
ter will be driving the AD bus with the final write data item at the end of the
transaction. The second transaction can be either a read or a write but must be
initiated by the same master. This means that the master must keep its REQ#
asserted to the arbiter when it starts the first transaction and must check to
make sure that the arbiter leaves its GNT# asserted at the end of the first trans-
action. Whether or not the arbiter leaves the GNT# on the master is dependent
on whether or not the arbiter receives any bus requests from other masters dur-
ing this master’s first transaction. Refer to Figure 11-2 on page 158.

&/2&.����When the master acquires bus ownership and starts the first transac-
tion (on the rising-edge of clock one), it drives out the address and com-
mand and asserts FRAME#. The transaction must be a write.
7+( initiator continues to assert its REQ# line to try and get the arbiter to
leave the GNT# on it so it can immediately start the second transaction of
the Fast Back-to-Back pair after the final data phase of the first transaction
completes.

&/2&.����When the address phase is completed (on the rising-edge of clock
two), the master drives the first data item onto the AD bus and sets the byte
enables to indicate which data paths contain valid data bytes.
7+( master asserts IRDY# to indicate the presence of the write data on the
AD bus.
7+( master simultaneously deasserts FRAME#, indicating that this is the
final data phase of the write transaction.
7+( target asserts DEVSEL# to claim the transaction.
7+( target also asserts TRDY# to indicate its readiness to accept the first
write data item.

&/2&.����At the conclusion of the first data phase (on the rising-edge of clock
three) and each subsequent data phase (there aren’t any in this example),
the bus master is driving write data onto the AD bus and is also driving the
byte enables.
7+( master samples DEVSEL# asserted on the rising-edge of clock three
indicating that the target has claimed the transaction.
7+( target samples IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted on the rising-
edge of clock three, indicating that the master is ready to complete the final
data phase.
%27+ parties sample IRDY# and TRDY# asserted on the rising-edge of
clock three, indicating that the target has latched the final data item.
7+( master samples its GNT# still asserted by the arbiter, indicating that it
has retained bus ownership for the next transaction. If GNT# were sampled
deasserted at this point, the master has lost ownership and cannot proceed with the
second transaction. It would have to wait until ownership passes back to it and then
perform the second transaction.
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&/2&. three would normally be the idle clock during which the master and
target would ceasing driving their respective signals. However, the master
has retained bus ownership and will immediately start a new transaction
(either a write or a read) during clock three. It must ensure that it is addressing
the same target, however, so that there isn’t any contention on the target-
related signals (see Clock Four).
7+( master stops driving the final write data item and the byte enables and
immediately starts driving the start address and command for the second
transaction.
7+( master immediately reasserts FRAME# to indicate that it is starting a
new transaction. It should be noted that the bus does not return to the idle state
(FRAME# and IRDY# both deasserted). It is a rule that targets must recognize a
change from IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted on one clock edge to IRDY#
deasserted and FRAME# asserted on the next clock edge as the end of one transac-
tion and the beginning of a new one.
7+( master deasserts its REQ# to the arbiter (unless it wishes to perform
another transaction immediately after the new one it’s just beginning).

&/2&.����When the targets on the bus detect FRAME# reasserted, this qualifies
the address and command just latched as valid for a new transaction. They
begin the decode.
7+( target of the previous transaction had actively-driven TRDY# and
DEVSEL# back high for one clock starting on the rising-edge of clock three
and continuing until the rising-edge of clock four. That target is just begin-
ning to back its DEVSEL# and TRDY# output drivers off those two signals
starting on the rising-edge of clock four. If a different target were addressed
in the second transaction and it had a fast decoder, it would turn on its
DEVSEL# output driver starting on the rising-edge of clock four to assert
DEVSEL#. In addition, if the second transaction were a write, the target of
the second transaction might also turn on its TRDY# output driver to indi-
cate its readiness to accept the first data item. In summary, if the master
were to address different targets in the first and second transactions, there
might be a collision on the target-related signals. This is why it’s a rule that the
master must address the same target in both transactions. In this way, the same
target output drivers that just drove both lines high can now drive them
low.

Since the configuration PCI software dynamically assigns address ranges to a
device’s programmable PCI memory and IO decoders each time the machine is
powered up, it can be a real challenge for the master to "know" that it is address-
ing the same target in the first and second transactions.
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12 Early Transaction 
End

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided a detailed description of Fast Back-to-Back
transactions and address/data Stepping.

In This Chapter

This chapter describes the early termination of a transaction before all of the
intended data has been transferred between the master and the target. This
includes descriptions of Master Abort, the preemption of a master, Target Retry,
Target Disconnect, and Target Abort.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes error detection, reporting and handling.

Introduction

In certain circumstances, a transaction must be prematurely terminated before
all of the data has been transferred. Either the initiator or the target makes the
determination to prematurely terminate a transaction. The following sections
define the circumstances requiring termination and the mechanisms used to
accomplish it. The first half of this chapter discusses situations wherein the mas-
ter makes the decision to prematurely terminate a transaction. The second half
discusses situations wherein the target makes the decision.
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Master-Initiated Termination

The initiator terminates a transaction for one of four reasons:

1. The transaction has completed normally. All of the data that the master
intended to transfer to or from the target has been transferred. This is a nor-
mal, rather than a premature transaction termination.

2 The initiator has already used up its time slice and has been living on
borrowed time and is then preempted by the arbiter (because one or more
other bus masters are requesting the bus) before it completes its burst trans-
fer. In other words, the initiator’s Latency Timer expired some time ago and
the arbiter has now removed the initiator’s bus grant signal (GNT#).

3 The initiator is preempted during its time slice and then uses up its allot-
ted time slice before completing its overall transfer.

4 The initiator has aborted the transaction because no target has responded
to the address. This is referred to as a Master Abort.

Normal transaction termination is described in the chapters entitled “Read
Transfers” on page 123 and “Write Transfers” on page 135. The second and third
scenarios are described in this chapter.

Master Preempted

Introduction

Figure 12-1 on page 175 illustrates two cases of preemption. In the first case (the
upper part of the diagram), the arbiter removes GNT# from the initiator, but the
initiator’s LT (Latency Timer; see “Latency Timer Keeps Master From Monopo-
lizing Bus” on page 78) has not yet expired, indicating that its timeslice has not
yet been exhausted. It may therefore continue to use the bus either until it has
completed its transfer, or until its timeslice is exhausted, whichever comes first.

In the second case, the initiator has already used up its timeslice but has not yet
lost its GNT# (referred to as preemption). It may therefore continue its transac-
tion until it has completed its transfer, or until its GNT# is removed, whichever
comes first. The following two sections provide a detailed description of the
two scenarios illustrated.
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Preemption During Timeslice

In the upper example in Figure 12-1 on page 175, the current initiator initiated a
transaction at some earlier point in time.

&/2&.����The master is preempted on the rising-edge of clock one (GNT# has
been removed by the arbiter), indicating that the arbiter has detected a
request from another master and is instructing the current master to surren-
der the bus.
$7 the point of preemption, however, the master’s LT has not yet expired
(i.e., its timeslice has not been exhausted). The master may therefore retain
bus ownership until it has either completed its overall transfer or until its
timeslice is exhausted, which ever comes first.

&/2&.����Data transfers occur on the rising-edge of clocks two through five
(because IRDY# and TRDY# are both sampled asserted) and the master also
decrements its LT on the rising-edge of each clock (the LT register is of
course not visible in the timing diagram).

&/2&.����See Clock Two.
&/2&.����See Clock Two.
&/2&.����On the rising-edge of clock five, a data item is transferred (IRDY# and

TRDY# sampled asserted) and the master decrements its LT again and it’s
exhausted (transferring data can be very tiring). The rule is that if the mas-
ter has used up its timeslice (i.e., LT value) and has lost its grant, the initia-
tor can perform one final data phase and must then surrender ownership of
the bus.
,1 what it now knows is the final data phase, the initiator keeps IRDY#
asserted and deasserts FRAME#, indicating that it’s ready to complete the
final data phase.

&/2&.����The target realizes that this is the final data phase because it samples
FRAME# deasserted and IRDY# asserted on clock six.
7+( final data item is transferred on the rising-edge of clock six.
7+( initiator then deasserts IRDY#, returning the bus to the idle state.

&/2&.����The bus is idle (FRAME# and IRDY# deasserted).
7+( master that has its GNT# and has been testing for bus idle on each
clock can now assume bus ownership on the rising-edge of clock seven.
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Timeslice Expiration Followed by Preemption

The lower half of Figure 12-1 on page 175 illustrates the case where the master
started a transaction at some earlier point in time, used up its timeslice, and is
then preempted at some later point in time.

&/2&.����The initiator determines that its LT has expired at the rising-edge of
clock one, and a data transfer occurs at the same time (IRDY# and TRDY#
sampled asserted). The initiator doesn’t have to yield the bus yet because
the arbiter hasn’t removed its GNT#. It may therefore retain bus ownership
until it either completes its overall data transfer or until its GNT# is
removed by the arbiter, which ever occurs first. 

&/2&.���� A data transfer takes place on the rising-edge of clock two (because
IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled asserted).

&/2&.����No data transfer takes place on the rising-edge of clock three (because
the initiator wasn’t ready (IRDY# deasserted).

&/2&.����A data transfer takes place on the rising-edge of clock four.
&/2&.����A data transfer takes place on the rising-edge of clock five (because

IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled asserted).
21 the rising-edge of clock five, the initiator detects that its GNT# has been
removed by the arbiter, indicating that it must surrender bus ownership
after performing one more data phase.
,1 clock five, the initiator keeps IRDY# asserted and removes FRAME#,
indicating that the final data phase is in progress.

&/2&.����The final data item is transferred on the rising-edge of clock six. The
initiator then deasserts IRDY# in clock six, returning the bus to the idle
state.

&/2&.����The bus has returned to the idle state (FRAME# and IRDY# sampled
deasserted on the rising-edge of clock seven.
7+( master that has its GNT# and has been testing for bus idle on each
clock can now assume bus ownership on clock seven.
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Figure 12-1: Master-Initiated Termination Due to Preemption and Master Latency Timer 
Expiration
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13 Error Detection 
and Handling

Prior To This Chapter

The previous chapter described the early termination of a transaction before all
of the intended data has been transferred between the master and the target.
This included descriptions of Master Abort, the preemption of a master, Target
Retry, Target Disconnect, and Target Abort.

In This Chapter

The PCI bus architecture provides two error reporting mechanisms: one for
reporting data parity errors and the other for reporting more serious system
errors. This chapter provides a discussion of error detection, reporting and han-
dling using these two mechanisms.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides a discussion of interrupt-related issues.

Status Bit Name Change
Please note that the Master Data Parity Error bit in the Status register (see Fig-
ure 13-4 on page 211) was named Data Parity Reported in the 1.0 and 2.0 specs.
Its name changed to the Data Parity Error Detected bit the 2.1 spec. Its name has
changed yet again in the 2.2 spec to Master Data Parity Error. Although its name
has changed over time, its meaning has remained the same.

Introduction to PCI Parity

The PCI bus is parity-protected during both the address and data phases of a
transaction. A single parity bit, PAR, protects AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0]. If a 64-
bit data transfer is in progress, an additional parity bit, PAR64, protects
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AD[63:32] and C/BE#[7:4]. 64-bit parity has the same timing as 32-bit parity and
is discussed in “64-bit Parity” on page 297.

The PCI device driving the AD bus during the address phase or any data phase
of a transaction must always drive a full 32-bit pattern onto the AD bus
(because parity is always based on the full content of the AD bus and the C/BE
bus). This includes:

• Special Cycle and Interrupt Acknowledge transactions where the address
bus doesn’t contain a valid address, and during Type Zero Configuration
transactions where AD[31:11] do not contain valid information.

• Data phases where the device supplying data isn’t supplying all four bytes
(all four byte enables are not asserted).

The PCI device driving the AD bus during the address phase or any data phase
of a transaction is responsible for calculating and supplying the parity bit for
the phase. The parity bit must be driven one clock after the address or data is
first driven onto the bus (when TRDY# is asserted during a read data phase to
indicate the presence of the read data on the bus, or when IRDY# is asserted
during a write data phase to indicate the presence of the write data on the bus)
and must continue to be driven until one clock after the data phase completes.
Even parity is used (i.e., there must be an even number of ones in the overall 37-
bit pattern). The computed parity bit supplied on PAR must be set (or cleared)
so that the 37-bit field consisting of AD[31:0], C/BE#[3:0] and PAR contains an
even number of one bits.

During the clock cycle immediately following the conclusion of the address
phase or any data phase of a transaction, the PCI agent receiving the address or
data computes expected parity based on the information latched from AD[31:0]
and C/BE#[3:0]. The agent supplying the parity bit must present it:

• on the rising-edge of the clock that immediately follows the conclusion of
the address phase.

• one clock after presentation of data (IRDY# assertion on a write or TRDY#
assertion on a read) during a data phase.

The device(s) receiving the address or data expect the parity to be present and
stable at that point. The computed parity bit is then compared to the parity bit
actually received on PAR to determine if address or data corruption has
occurred. If the parity is correct, no action is taken. If the parity is incorrect, the
error must be reported. This subject is covered in the sections that follow.

During a read transaction where the initiator is inserting wait states (by delay-
ing assertion of IRDY#) because it has a buffer full condition, the initiator can
optionally be designed with a parity checker that:
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• samples the target’s data (when TRDY# is sampled asserted),
• calculates expected parity,
• samples actual parity (on the clock edge after TRDY# sampled asserted)
• and asserts PERR# (if the parity is incorrect).

In this case, the initiator must keep PERR# asserted until one clock after the
completion of the data phase.

The same is true in a write transaction. If the target is inserting wait states by
delaying assertion of TRDY#, the target’s parity checker can optionally be
designed to:

• sample the initiator’s data (when IRDY# is sampled asserted),
• calculate expected parity, 
• sample actual parity (on the clock edge after IRDY# sampled asserted)
• and assert PERR# (if the parity is incorrect).

In this case, the target must keep PERR# asserted until two clocks after the com-
pletion of the data phase.

PERR# Signal
PERR# is a sustained tri-state signal used to signal the detection of a parity error
related to a data phase. There is one exception to this rule: a parity error
detected on a data phase during a Special Cycle is reported using SERR# rather
than PERR#. This subject is covered later in this chapter in “Special Case: Data
Parity Error During Special Cycle” on page 213.

PERR# is implemented as an output on targets and as an input/output on mas-
ters. Although PERR# is bussed to all PCI devices, it is guaranteed to be driven
by only one device at a time (the initiator on a read, or the target on a write).

Data Parity

Data Parity Generation and Checking on Read

Introduction

During each data phase of a read transaction, the target drives data onto the AD
bus. It is therefore the target’s responsibility to supply correct parity to the initi-
ator on the PAR signal starting one clock after the assertion of TRDY#. At the
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conclusion of each data phase, it is the initiator’s responsibility to latch the con-
tents of AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0] and to calculate the expected parity during
the clock cycle immediately following the conclusion of the data phase. The ini-
tiator then latches the parity bit supplied by the target from the PAR signal on
the next rising-edge of the clock and compares computed vs. actual parity. If a
miscompare occurs, the initiator then asserts PERR# during the next clock (if it’s
enabled to do so by a one in the Parity Error Response bit in its Command regis-
ter). The assertion of PERR# lags the conclusion of each data phase by two PCI
clock cycles.

The platform design (in other words, the chipset) may or may not include logic
that monitors PERR# during a read and takes some system-specific action (such
as asserting NMI to the processor in an Intel x86-based system; for more infor-
mation, refer to “Important Note Regarding Chipsets That Monitor PERR#” on
page 210) when it is asserted by a PCI master or a target that has received cor-
rupted data. The master may also take other actions in addition to the assertion
of PERR#. “Data Parity Reporting” on page 209 provides a detailed discussion
of the actions taken by a bus master upon receipt of bad data. 

Example Burst Read

Refer to the read burst transaction illustrated in Figure 13-1 on page 204 during
this discussion.

&/2&.����The initiator drives the address and command onto the bus during
the address phase (clock one).

&/2&.����The targets latch the address and command on clock two and begin
address decode. In this example, the target has a fast address decoder and
asserts DEVSEL# during clock two.
$// targets that latched the address and command compute the expected
parity based on the information latched from AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0].
7+( initiator sets the parity signal, PAR, to the appropriate value to force
even parity.
7+( target keeps TRDY# deasserted to insert the wait state necessary for
the turnaround cycle on the AD bus.

&/2&.����On clock three, the targets latch the PAR bit and compare it to the
expected parity computed during clock two. If any of the targets have a
miscompare, they assert SERR# (if the Parity Error Response and SERR#
Enable bits in their respective configuration Command registers are set to
one) within two clocks (recommended) after the error was detected. This
subject is covered in “Address Phase Parity” on page 215.
7+( target begins to drive the first data item onto the AD bus and asserts
TRDY# to indicate its presence.
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&/2&.����The initiator latches the data on clock four (IRDY# and TRDY# are
sampled asserted).
7+( second data phase begins during clock four. The target drives the sec-
ond data item onto the bus and keeps TRDY# asserted to indicate its pres-
ence.
'85,1* clock four, the target drives the PAR signal to the appropriate state
for first data phase parity. The initiator computes the expected parity.

&/2&.����The initiator latches PAR on clock five and compares it to the
expected parity. If the parity is incorrect, the initiator asserts PERR# during
clock five.
7+( initiator latches the data on the rising-edge of clock five (IRDY# and
TRDY# sampled asserted).
'85,1* clock five, the initiator computes the expected parity.
The third data phase begins on clock five. The target drives the third data
item onto the AD bus and keeps TRDY# asserted to indicate its presence.
7+( initiator deasserts IRDY# to indicate that it is not yet ready to accept
the third data item (e.g., it has a buffer full condition).

&/2&.����The actual parity is latched from PAR on clock six and checked
against the expected parity. If an error is detected, the initiator asserts
PERR# during clock six.
:+(1 the initiator samples TRDY# asserted on clock six, this qualifies the
presence of the third data item on the bus. The initiator’s parity checker can
be designed to sample the data (along with the byte enables) at this point.

&/2&.���� Assuming that it is designed this way, the initiator can latch the PAR
bit from the bus on clock seven (it’s a rule that the target must present PAR
one clock after presenting the data).
$7 the earliest, then, the initiator could detect a parity miscompare during
clock seven and assert PERR#. It must keep PERR# asserted until two clocks
after completion of the data phase. ,1� 7+(� (9(17� 7+$7� 7+(� ,1,7,$725�$66(576
3(55��($5/<�,1�7+,6�0$11(5��7+(�����63(&�+$6�$''('�$�58/(�7+$7�7+(�,1,7,$725
0867�(9(178$//<�$66(57�,5'<��72�&203/(7(�7+(�'$7$�3+$6(��7+(�7$5*(7�,6�127
3(50,77('�72�(1'�7+(�'$7$�3+$6(�:,7+�$�5(75<��',6&211(&7�:,7+287�'$7$��25
$�7$5*(7�$%257�
'85,1* the third data phase, the initiator re-asserts IRDY# during clock
seven and deasserts FRAME# to indicate that it is ready to complete the
final data phase.

&/2&.����The final data phase completes on clock eight when IRDY# and
TRDY# are sampled asserted. The initiator reads the final data item from
the bus at that point.

&/2&.����At the latest (if early parity check wasn’t performed), the initiator
must sample PAR one clock afterwards, on clock nine, and, in the event of
an error, must assert PERR# during clock nine.
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Prior To This Chapter
The PCI bus architecture provides two error reporting mechanisms: one for
reporting data parity errors and the other for reporting more serious system
errors. The previous chapter provided a discussion of error detection, reporting
and handling using these two mechanisms.

In This Chapter

This chapter provides a discussion of issues related to interrupt routing, genera-
tion and servicing.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes the 64-bit extension that permits PCI agents to per-
form eight byte transfers in each data phase. It also describes 64-bit addressing
used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB boundary.

Three Ways To Deliver Interrupts To Processor
There are three ways in which interrupt requests may be issued to a processor
by a hardware device:

0(7+2'����The Legacy method delivers interrupt requests to the processor by
asserting its INTR input pin. This method is frequently used in single pro-
cessor Intel x86-based systems (e.g., Celeron-based systems).

0(7+2'����In multiprocessor systems, the interrupt request lines are tied to
inputs on the IO APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) and
the IO APIC delivers interrupt message packets to the array of processors
via the APIC bus. This method is described in the MindShare book entitled
Pentium Processor System Architecture (published by Addison-Wesley).

0(7+2'����7+(�����3&,�63(&,),&$7,21�'(),1(6�$�1(:�0(7+2'�)25�'(/,9(5,1*�,17(5�
5837�5(48(676�72�7+(�352&(66256�%<�3(5)250,1*�0(025<�:5,7(�75$16$&7,216�
7+,6�0(7+2'�(/,0,1$7(6�7+(�1(('�)25�,17(55837�5(48(67�3,16�$1'�6,*1$/�75$&(6
$1'�,6�'(6&5,%('�,1�´0(66$*(�6,*1$/('�,17(558376��06,�µ�21�3$*( ����
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Using Pins vs. Using MSI Capability
If a PCI function generates interrupt requests to request servicing by its device
driver, the designer has two choices:

1. As described in the sections that follow, the device designer can use a pin
on the device to signal an interrupt request to the processor.

�� $/7(51$7,9(/<��7+(�'(6,*1(5�&$1�,03/(0(17�0(66$*(�6,*1$/('�,17(55837��06,�
&$3$%,/,7<�$1'�86(� ,7� 72�6,*1$/�$1� ,17(55837�5(48(67�72�7+(�352&(6625��7+,6
0(7+2'�(/,0,1$7(6�7+(�1(('�)25�$1� ,17(55837�3,1�$1'�75$&(�$1'�,6�'(6&5,%('
,1�7+(�6(&7,21�(17,7/('�´0(66$*(�6,*1$/('�,17(558376��06,�µ�21�3$*( ����

7+(�63(&�5(&200(1'6�7+$7�$�'(9,&(�7+$7� ,03/(0(176�06,�&$3$%,/,7<�$/62� ,03/(�
0(17�$1�,17(55837�3,1�72�$//2:�86$*(�2)�7+(�'(9,&(�,1�$�6<67(0�7+$7�'2(61·7�683�
3257�06,�&$3$%,/,7<��6<67(0�&21),*85$7,21�62)7:$5(�0867�127�$6680(��+2:(9(5�
7+$7�$1�06,�&$3$%/(�'(9,&(�+$6�$1�,17(55837�3,1�

With exclusion of the section entitled “Message Signaled Interrupts (MSI)” on
page 252, the remainder of this chapter assumes that MSI is not being used by a device.

Single-Function PCI Device
A single-function PCI device is a physical package (add-in board or a compo-
nent embedded on the PCI bus) that embodies one and only one function (i.e.,
logical device). If a single-function device generates interrupt requests to
request servicing by its device driver, the designer must bond the device’s inter-
rupt request signal to the INTA# pin on the package (component or add-in
board). A single-function PCI device must only use INTA# (never INTB#,
INTC# or INTD#) to generate interrupt requests. In addition, the designer must
hardwire this bonding information into the device’s read-only, Interrupt Pin
configuration register. Table 14-1 on page 223 indicates the value to be hard-
wired into this register (01h for INTA# for a single-function PCI device). The
Interrupt Pin register resides in the second byte of configuration dword number
15d in the device’s configuration Header space. The configuration Header space
(the first 16d dwords of its configuration space) is illustrated in Figure 14-1 on
page 223. It should be stressed that the format illustrated is for that used for PCI
device’s other than PCI-to-PCI or CardBus bridge devices and is referred to as
Header Type Zero. The layout of the Header space for a PCI-to-PCI bridge can
be found in “Configuration Registers” on page 552, while the Header layout for
a CardBus bridge can be found in the CardBus spec.
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Table 14-1: Value To Be Hardwired Into Interrupt Pin Register

Interrupt Signal Bonded To Value Hardwired In Pin Register

Device doesn’t generate interrupts. 00h

INTA# pin 01h

INTB# pin 02h

INTC# pin 03h

INTD# pin 04h

Figure 14-1: PCI Logical Device’s Configuration Header Space Format
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Multi-Function PCI Device

A multi-function PCI device is a physical package (add-in board or a compo-
nent embedded on the PCI bus) that embodies between two and eight PCI func-
tions. An example might be a card with a high-speed communications port and
a parallel port implemented in the same package. There is no conceptual differ-
ence between a multi-function PCI device and a multi-function ISA, EISA or
Micro Channel card.

The device designer may implement up to four interrupt pins on a multi-func-
tion device: INTA#, INTB#, INTC# and INTD#. Each function within the pack-
age is only permitted to use one of these interrupt pins to generate requests.
Each function’s Interrupt Pin register indicates which of the package’s interrupt
pins the device’s internal interrupt request signal is bonded to (refer to Table 14-
1 on page 223).

If a package implements one pin, it must be called INTA#. If it implements two
pins, they must be called INTA# and INTB#, etc. All functions embodied within
a package may be bonded to the same pin, INTA#, or each may be bonded to a
dedicated pin (this would be true for a package with up to four functions
embodied within it).

Groups of functions within the package may share the same pin. As some exam-
ples, a package embodying eight functions could bond their interrupt request
signals in any of the following combinations:

• all eight bonded to the INTA# pin.
• four bonded to INTA# and four to INTB#.
• two bonded to INTA#, two to INTB#, two to INTC# and two to INTD#.
• seven to INTA# and one to INTB#.
• etc.

Connection of INTx# Pins To System Board Traces

The temptation is great to imagine that the INTA# pin on every PCI package is
connected to a trace on the system board called INTA#, and that the INTB# pin
on every PCI package is connected to a trace on the system board called INTB#,
etc. While this may be true in a particular system design, it’s only one of many
different scenarios permitted by the specification.
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The system board designer may route the PCI interrupt pins on the various PCI
packages to the system board interrupt controller in any fashion. As examples:

• They may all be tied to one trace on the system board that is hardwired to
one input on the system interrupt controller.

• They may each be connected to a separate trace on the system board and
each of these traces may be hardwired to a separate input on the system
interrupt controller.

• They may each be connected to a separate trace on the motherboard. Each
of these traces may be connected to a separate input of a programmable
interrupt routing device. This device can be programmed at startup time to
route each individual PCI interrupt trace to a selected input of the system
interrupt controller.

• All of the INTA# pins can be tied together on one trace. All of the INTB#
pins can be tied together on another trace, etc. Each of these traces can, in
turn, be hardwired to a separate input on the system interrupt controller or
may be hardwired to separate inputs on a programmable routing device.

• Etc.

The exact verbiage used in this section of the specification is:

“The system vendor is free to combine the various INTx# signals from PCI
connector(s) in any way to connect them to the interrupt controller. They
may be wire-ORed or electronically switched under program control, or
any combination thereof.”

Interrupt Routing

General

Ideally, the system configuration software should have maximum flexibility in
choosing how to distribute the interrupt requests issued by various devices to
inputs on the interrupt controller. The best scenario is pictured in Figure 14-2 on
page 227. In this example, each of the individual PCI interrupt lines is provided
to the programmable router as a separate input. In addition, the ISA interrupt
request lines are completely segregated from the PCI lines. The ISA lines are
connected to the master and slave 8259A interrupt controllers. In turn, the inter-
rupt request output of the master interrupt controller is connected to one of the
inputs on the programmable interrupt routing device. The router could be
implemented using an Intel IO APIC module. The APIC I/O module can be
programmed to assign a separate interrupt vector (interrupt table entry num-
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15 The 64-bit PCI 
Extension

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided a discussion of issues related to interrupt rout-
ing, generation and servicing.

In This Chapter

This chapter describes the 64-bit extension that permits masters and targets to
perform eight byte transfers during each data phase. It also describes 64-bit
addressing used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB bound-
ary.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes the implementation of a 66MHz bus and compo-
nents.

64-bit Data Transfers and 64-bit Addressing:
Separate Capabilities

The PCI specification provides a mechanism that permits a 64-bit bus master to
perform 64-bit data transfers with a 64-bit target. At the beginning of a transac-
tion, the 64-bit bus master automatically senses if the responding target is a 64-
bit or a 32-bit device. If it’s a 64-bit device, up to eight bytes (a quadword) may
be transferred during each data phase. Assuming a series of 0-wait state data
phases, throughput of 264Mbytes/second can be achieved at a bus speed of
33MHz (8 bytes/transfer x 33 million transfers/second) and 528Mbytes/second
at 66MHz. If the responding target is a 32-bit device, the bus master automati-
cally senses this and steers all data to or from the target over the lower four data
paths (AD[31:0]).
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The specification also defines 64-bit memory addressing capability. This capa-
bility is only used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB address
boundary. Both 32- and 64-bit bus masters can perform 64-bit addressing. In
addition, memory targets (that reside over the 4GB address boundary) that
respond to 64-bit addressing can be implemented as either 32- or 64-bit targets.

It is important to note that 64-bit addressing and 64-bit data transfer capability
are two features, separate and distinct from each other. A device may support
one, the other, both, or neither.

64-Bit Extension Signals

In order to support the 64-bit data transfer capability, the PCI bus implements
an additional thirty-nine pins:

• REQ64# is asserted by a 64-bit bus master to indicate that it would like to
perform 64-bit data transfers. REQ64# has the same timing and duration as
the FRAME# signal. The REQ64# signal line must be supplied with a pullup
resistor on the system board. REQ64# cannot be permitted to float when a
32-bit bus master is performing a transaction.

• ACK64# is asserted by a target in response to REQ64# assertion by the mas-
ter (if the target supports 64-bit data transfers). ACK64# has the same tim-
ing and duration as DEVSEL# (but ACK64# must not be asserted unless
REQ64# is asserted by the initiator). Like REQ64#, the ACK64# signal line
must also be supplied with a pullup resistor on the system board. ACK64#
cannot be permitted to float when a 32-bit device is the target of a transac-
tion.

• AD[63:32] comprise the upper four address/data paths.
• C/BE#[7:4] comprise the upper four command/byte enable signals.
• PAR64 is the parity bit that provides even parity for the upper four AD

paths and the upper four C/BE signal lines.

The following sections provide a detailed discussion of 64-bit data transfer and
addressing capability.

64-bit Cards in 32-bit Add-in Connectors
A 64-bit card installed in a 32-bit expansion slot automatically only uses the
lower half of the bus to perform transfers. This is true because the system board
designer connects the REQ64# output pin and the ACK64# input pin on the con-
nector to individual pullups on the system board and to nothing else. 
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When a 64-bit bus master is installed in a 32-bit card slot and it initiates a trans-
action, its assertion of REQ64# is not visible to any of the targets. In addition, its
ACK64# input is always sampled deasserted (because it’s pulled up on the sys-
tem board). This forces the bus master to use only the lower part of the bus dur-
ing the transfer. Furthermore, if the target addressed in the transaction is a 64-
bit target, it samples REQ64# deasserted (because it’s pulled up on the system
board), forcing it to only utilize the lower half of the bus during the transaction
and to disable its ACK64# output.

The 64-bit extension signal lines on the card itself cannot be permitted to float
when they are not in use. The CMOS input receivers on the card would oscillate
and draw excessive current, thus violating the “green” aspect of the specifica-
tion. When the card is installed in a 32-bit slot, it cannot use the upper half of the
bus. The manner in which the card detects the type of slot (REQ64# sampled
deasserted at startup time) is described in the next section.

Pullups Prevent 64-bit Extension from Floating
When Not in Use

If the 64-bit extension signals (AD[63:32], C/BE#[7:4] and PAR64) are permitted
to float when not in use, the CMOS input buffers on the card will oscillate and
draw excessive current. In order to prevent the extension from floating when
not in use, the system board designer is required to include pullup resistors on
the extension signals to keep them from floating. Because these pullups are
guaranteed to keep the extension from floating when not in use, 64-bit devices
that are embedded on the system board and 64-bit cards installed in 64-bit PCI
add-in connectors don’t need to take any special action to keep the extension
from floating when they are not using it.

The 64-bit extension is not in use under the following circumstances:

1. The PCI bus is idle.
2. A 32-bit bus master is performing a transaction with a 32-bit target.
3. A 32-bit bus master is performing a transaction with a 64-bit target. Upon

detecting REQ64# deasserted at the start of the transaction, the target will
not use the upper half of the bus.

4. A 64-bit bus master addresses a target to perform 32-bit data transfers
(REQ64# deasserted) and the target resides below the 4GB address bound-
ary (the upper half of the bus is not used during the address phase and is
also not used in the data phases). Whether the target is a 32-bit or a 64-bit
target, the upper half of the bus isn’t used during the data phases (because
REQ64# is deasserted).
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5. A 64-bit bus master attempts a 64-bit data transfer (REQ64# asserted) with a
32-bit memory target that resides below the 4GB boundary. In this case, the
initiator only uses the lower half of the bus during the address phase
(because it’s only generating a 32-bit address). When it discovers that the
currently-addressed target is a 32-bit target (ACK64# not asserted when
DEVSEL# asserted), the initiator ceases to use the upper half of the bus dur-
ing the data phases.

Problem: a 64-bit Card in a 32-bit PCI Connector

Refer to Figure 15-1 on page 269. Installation of a 64-bit card in a 32-bit card con-
nector is permitted. The main (32-bit) portion of the connector contains all of the
32-bit PCI signals, while an extension to the connector contains the 64-bit exten-
sion signals (with the exception of REQ64# and ACK64# which are located on
the 32-bit portion of the connector). 

When a 64-bit device is installed in a 32-bit PCI expansion slot, the system board
pullups on AD[63:32], C/BE#[7:4] and PAR64 are not available to the add-in
card. This means that the add-in card’s input buffers that are connected to the
extension signal pins will float, oscillate, and draw excessive current.

The specification states that the add-in card designer must not solve this prob-
lem by supplying pullup resistors on the extension lines on the add-in card.
Using this approach would cause problems when the card is installed in a 64-bit
expansion slot. There would then be two sets of pullup resistors on these signal
lines (the ones on the card plus the ones on the system board). If all designers
solved the problem in this manner, a machine with multiple 64-bit cards
inserted in 64-bit card connectors would have multiple pullups on the extension
signals, resulting in pullup current overload.

The specification provides a method for a 64-bit card to determine at startup
time whether it’s installed in a 32-bit or a 64-bit connector. If the card detects
that it is plugged into a 64-bit connector, the pullups on the system board will
keep the input receivers on the card from floating when the extension is not in
use. On the other hand, if a 64-bit card detects that it is installed in a 32-bit card
connector, the logic on the card must keep the input receivers from switching.
The specification states that an approach similar to one of the following should
be used:

• Biasing the input buffer to turn it off.
• Actively driving the outputs continually (since they aren't connected to

anything).
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How 64-bit Card Determines Type of Slot Installed In

Refer to Figure 15-2 on page 270. When the system is powered up, the reset sig-
nal is automatically asserted. During this period of time, the logic on the system
board must assert the REQ64# signal as well as RST#. REQ64# has a single pul-
lup resistor on it and is connected to the REQ64# pin on all 64-bit devices inte-
grated onto the system board and on all 64-bit PCI expansion slots. The
specification states that the REQ64# signal line on each 32-bit PCI expansion slot
(REQ64# and ACK64# are located on the 32-bit portion of the connector), how-
ever, each has its own independent pullup resistor. 

During reset time, the system board reset logic initially asserts the PCI RST# sig-
nal while the POWERGOOD signal from the power supply is deasserted. Dur-
ing the assertion of RST#, the system board logic asserts REQ64# and keeps it
asserted until after it removes the RST# signal. When POWERGOOD is asserted
by the power supply logic, the system board reset logic deasserts the PCI RST#
signal. On the trailing-edge of RST# assertion, all 64-bit devices are required to
sample the state of the REQ64# signal.

Figure 15-1: 64- and 32- Bit Connectors

3.3V 32-Bit Connector

3.3V 64-Bit Connector

32-bit portion of connector 64-bit portion
of connector

keys
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16 66MHz PCI 
Implementation

Prior To This Chapter
The previous chapter described the 64-bit extension that permits masters and
targets to perform eight byte transfers during each data phase. It also described
64-bit addressing used to address memory targets that reside above the 4GB
boundary.

In This Chapter
This chapter describes the implementation of a 66MHz bus and components.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter provides an introduction to PCI configuration address space.
The concept of single- and multi-function devices is described. The configura-
tion space available to the designer of a PCI device is introduced, including the
device’s configuration Header space and its device-specific configuration regis-
ter area.

Introduction
The PCI specification defines support for the implementation of buses and com-
ponents that operate at speeds of up to 66MHz. This chapter covers the issues
related to this topic. Note that all references to 66MHz in this chapter indicate a
frequency within the range from 33.33MHz to 66.66MHz.

66MHz Uses 3.3V Signaling Environment

66MHz components only operate correctly in a 3.3V signaling environment (see
“3.3V, 5V and Universal Cards” on page 449). The 5V environment is not sup-
ported. This means that 66MHz add-in cards are keyed to install only in 3.3V
connectors and cannot be installed in 5V card connectors.
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How Components Indicate 66MHz Support

The 66MHz PCI component or add-in card indicates its support in two fashions:
programmatically and electrically.

66MHz-Capable Status Bit

The 66MHz-Capable bit has been added to the Status register (see Figure 16-1
on page 302). The designer hardwires a one into this bit if the device supports
operation from 0 through 66.66MHz. A 66MHz-capable device hardwires this
bit to one. For all 33MHz devices, this bit is reserved and is hardwired to zero.
Software can determine the speed capability of a PCI bus by checking the state
of this bit in the Status register of the bridge to the bus in question (host/PCI or
PCI-to-PCI bridge). Software can also check this bit in the Status register of each
additional device discovered on the bus in question to determine if all of the
devices on the bus are 66MHz-capable. If just one device returns a zero from
this bit, the bus runs at 33MHz (or slower), not 66MHz. Table 16-1 on page 300
defines the combinations of bus and device capability that may be detected.

Table 16-1: Combinations of 66MHz-Capable Bit Settings

Bridge’s 66MHz-
Capable Bit

Device’s 66MHz-
Capable Bit Description

0 0 Bus is a 33MHz bus, so all devices operate at 
33MHz.

0 1 66MHz-capable device located on 33MHz 
bus. Bus and all devices operate at 33MHz. If 
the device is an add-in device and requires 
the throughput available on a 66MHz bus, 
the configuration software may prompt the 
user to install the card in an add-in connec-
tor on a different bus.

1 0 33MHz device located on 66MHz-capable 
bus. Bus and all devices operate at 33MHz. 
The configuration software should prompt 
the user to install the card in an add-in con-
nector on a different bus.
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M66EN Signal
Refer to Figure 16-2 on page 302. A 66MHz PCI bus includes a newly-defined
signal, M66EN. This signal must be bussed to the M66EN pin on all 66MHz-
capable devices embedded on the system board and to a redefined pin (referred
to as M66EN) on any 3.3V connectors that reside on the bus. The system board
designer must supply a single pullup on this trace. The redefined pin on the
3.3V connector is B49 and is attached to the ground plane on 33MHz PCI cards.
Unless grounded by insertion of a PCI device, the natural state of the M66EN
signal is asserted (due to the pullup). 66MHz embedded devices and cards
either use M66EN as an input or don’t use it at all (this is discussed later in this
chapter).

The designer must include a 0.01uF capacitor located within .25” of the M66EN
pin on each add-in connector in order to provide an AC return path and to
decouple the M66EN signal to ground. 

It is advisable to attach M66EN to a bit in a machine-readable port to allow soft-
ware to determine if the bus is currently operating at high or low speed. Refer to
“66MHz-Related Issues” on page 476.

How Clock Generator Sets Its Frequency
PCI devices embedded on a 66MHz PCI bus are all 66MHz devices. A card
installed in a connector on the bus may be either a 66MHz or a 33MHz card. If
the card connector(s) isn’t populated, M66EN stays asserted (by virtue of the
pullup) and the Clock Generator produces a high-speed clock. If any 33MHz
component is installed in a connector, however, the ground plane on the 33MHz
card is connected to the M66EN signal, deasserting it. This causes the Clock
Generator to drop the clock frequency to 33MHz (or lower). A typical imple-
mentation would divide the high-speed clock by two to yield the new, lower
clock frequency.

1 1 66MHz-capable device located on 66MHz-
capable bus. If status check of all other 
devices on the bus indicates that all of the 
devices are 66MHz-capable, the bus and all 
devices operate at 66MHz.

Table 16-1: Combinations of 66MHz-Capable Bit Settings (Continued)

Bridge’s 66MHz-
Capable Bit

Device’s 66MHz-
Capable Bit Description
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Figure 16-1: Configuration Status Register

Figure 16-2: Relationship of M66EN Signal and the PCI Clock Generator
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Does Clock Have to be 66MHz?
As defined in revision 1.0 and 2.0 of the specification, the PCI bus does not have
to be implemented at its top rated speed of 33MHz. Lower speeds are accept-
able. The same is true of the 66MHz PCI bus description found in revision 2.x of
the specification. All 66MHz-rated components are required to support opera-
tion from 0 through 66.66MHz. The system designer may choose to implement
a 50MHz PCI bus, a 60MHz PCI bus, etc.

Clock Signal Source and Routing
The specification recommends that the PCI clock be individually-sourced to
each PCI component as a point-to-point signal from separate, low-skew clock
drivers. This diminishes signal reflection effects and improves signal integrity.
In addition, the add-in card designer must adhere to the clock signal trace
length (defined in revision 2.0) of 2.5 inches.

Stopping Clock and Changing Clock Frequency
The 66MHz specification states that the clock frequency may be changed at any
time as long as the clock edges remain clean and the minimum high and low
times are not violated. Unlike the 33MHz specification, however, the clock fre-
quency may not be changed except in conjunction with assertion of the PCI
RST# signal. Components designed to be integrated onto the system board may
be designed to operate at a fixed frequency (up to 66MHz) and may require that
no clock frequency changes occur.

The clock may be stopped (to conserve power), but only in the low state.

How 66MHz Components Determine Bus Speed
When a 66MHz-capable device senses M66EN deasserted (at reset time), this
automatically disables the device’s ability to perform operations at speeds
above 33MHz. If M66EN is sensed asserted, this indicates that no 33MHz
devices are installed on the bus and the clock circuit is supplying a high-speed
PCI clock.

A 66MHz device uses the M66EN signal in one of two fashions:

• The device is not connected to M66EN at all (because the device has no
need to determine the bus speed in order to operate correctly).

• The device implements M66EN as an input (because the device requires
knowledge of the bus speed in order to operate correctly). 
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Configuration Address Space

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter described the implementation of a 66MHz bus and com-
ponents.

This Chapter

As the chapter title states, this chapter provides an introduction to PCI configu-
ration address space. The concept of single- and multi-function devices is
described. The configuration space available to the designer of a PCI device is
introduced, including the device’s configuration Header space and its device-
specific configuration register area.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides a detailed discussion of the methods utilized to
access PCI configuration registers. The methods described include the standard
configuration mechanism, the legacy method that is no longer permitted, and
the usage of memory-mapped configuration registers (as implemented in the
PowerPC PREP platforms). The Type Zero and Type One configuration read
and write transactions that are used to access configuration registers are
described in detail.

Introduction

When the machine is first powered on, the configuration software must scan the
various buses in the system (PCI and others) to determine what devices exist
and what configuration requirements they have. This process is commonly
referred to as:

• scanning the bus
• walking the bus
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• probing the bus
• the discovery process
• bus enumeration.

The program that performs the PCI bus scan is frequently referred to as the PCI
bus enumerator.

In order to facilitate this process, each PCI function must implement a base set
of configuration registers defined by the PCI specification. Depending on its
operational characteristics, a function may also implement other required or
optional configuration registers defined by the specification. In addition, the
specification sets aside a number of additional configuration locations for the
implementation of function-specific configuration registers.

The configuration software reads a subset of a device's configuration registers
in order to determine the presence of the function and its type. Having deter-
mined the presence of the device, the software then accesses the function's other
configuration registers to determine how many blocks of memory and/or IO
space the device requires (in other words, how many programmable memory
and/or IO decoders it implements). It then programs the device's memory and/
or IO address decoders to respond to memory and/or IO address ranges that
are guaranteed to be mutually-exclusive from those assigned to other system
devices.

If the function indicates usage of a PCI interrupt request pin (via one of its con-
figuration registers), the configuration software programs it with routing infor-
mation indicating what system interrupt request (IRQ) line the function's PCI
interrupt request pin is routed to by the system.

If the device has bus mastering capability, the configuration software can read
two of its configuration registers to determine how often it requires access to the
PCI bus (an indication of what arbitration priority it would like to have) and
how long it would like to maintain ownership in order to achieve adequate
throughput. The system configuration software can utilize this information to
program the bus master’s Latency Timer (or timeslice) register and the PCI bus
arbiter (if it’s programmable) to provide the optimal PCI bus utilization.

PCI Device vs. PCI Function

A physical PCI device (e.g., a PCI component embedded on the system board or
a PCI expansion board) may contain one or more (up to eight) separate PCI
functions (i.e., logical devices). This is not a new concept. Multi-function boards
were used in PCs for years prior to the advent of PCI.
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In order to access a function’s configuration registers, a PCI device (i.e., pack-
age) needs to know that it is the target of a configuration read or write, the iden-
tity of the target function within it, the dword of its configuration space (1-of-
64), the bytes within that dword, and whether it’s a read or a write. The method
that the host/PCI bridge uses to identify the target PCI device, PCI function,
etc., is discussed in the chapter entitled “Configuration Transactions” on
page 317.

A PCI device that contains only one function is referred to as a single-function
device. A PCI device that contains more than one function is referred to as a
multi-function device. A bit in one of a function's configuration registers defines
whether the package contains one function or more than one. For the configura-
tion process, a device's PCI functions are identified as functions zero-through-
seven. From a configuration access standpoint, the function contained in a sin-
gle-function device must respond as function zero when addressed in a Type 0
PCI configuration read or write transaction.

In a multi-function device, the first function must be designed to respond to
configuration accesses as function zero, while additional functions may be
designed to respond as any function between one and seven. There is no
requirement for multiple functions to be implemented sequentially. As an
example, a card may be sold with minimal functionality and the customer may
purchase additional functions as upgrades at a later time. These functions could
be installed into any of several daughter-card connectors on the card or may be
installed as snap-in modules on the card. As an example, a card could have
functions zero, three and six populated, but not the others.

Three Address Spaces: I/O, Memory and Configuration

Intel x86 and PowerPC 60x processors possess the ability to address two distinct
address spaces: IO and memory (although most system designs do not support
processor-generated IO transactions in a PowerPC environment). PCI bus mas-
ters (including the host/PCI bridge) use PCI IO and memory transactions to
access PCI IO and memory locations, respectively. In addition, a third access
type, the configuration access, is used to access a device's configuration regis-
ters. A function's configuration registers must be initialized at startup time to
configure the function to respond to memory and/or IO address ranges
assigned to it by the configuration software.

The PCI memory space is either 4GB or 264 locations in size (if 64-bit addressing
is utilized). PCI IO space is 4GB in size (although Intel x86 processors cannot
generate IO addresses above the first 64KB of IO space). PCI configuration
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space is divided into a separate, dedicated configuration address space for each
function contained within a PCI device (i.e., in a chip or on a card). Figure 17-1
on page 313 illustrates the basic format of a PCI function’s configuration space.
The first 16 dwords of a function’s configuration space is referred to as the func-
tion’s configuration Header space. The format and usage of this area are defined
by the specification. Three Header formats are currently defined:

• Header Type Zero (defined in “Intro to Configuration Header Region” on
page 351) for all devices other than PCI-to-PCI bridges.

• Header Type One for PCI-to-PCI bridges (defined in “Configuration Regis-
ters” on page 552).

• Header Type Two for CardBus bridges (defined in the CardBus spec).

The system designer must provide a mechanism that the host/PCI bridge will
use to convert processor-initiated accesses with certain pre-defined memory or
IO addresses into configuration accesses on the PCI bus. The mechanism
defined in the specification is described in “Intro to Configuration Mecha-
nisms” on page 321.
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Figure 17-1: PCI Function’s Basic Configuration Address Space Format
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18 Configuration 
Transactions

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter provided an introduction to PCI configuration address
space. The concept of single- and multi-function devices was described. The
configuration space available to the designer of a PCI device was introduced,
including the device’s configuration Header space and its device-specific con-
figuration register area.

This Chapter
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of the method utilized to access PCI
configuration registers. The methods described include the standard configura-
tion mechanism, the legacy method that is no longer permitted, and the usage
of memory-mapped configuration registers (as implemented in the PowerPC
PReP platforms). The Type Zero configuration read and write configuration
transactions that are used to access configuration registers are described in
detail. The Type One configuration transactions, used to access configuration
registers on the secondary side of a PCI-to-PCI bridge, are also described.

The Next Chapter

Once this chapter has described how the registers are accessed, the next chapter
provides a detailed description of the configuration register format and usage
for all PCI devices other than PCI-to-PCI bridges and CardBus bridges.

Who Performs Configuration?

Initially, the BIOS code performs device configuration. Once a Plug-and-Play
OS (such as Windows 98 or Windows 2000) has been booted and control is
passed to it, the OS takes over device management. Additional information
regarding PCI device configuration in the Windows environment can be found
in “PCI Bus Driver Accesses PCI Configuration and PM Registers” on page 489.
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In any case, it is a configuration program executing on the processor that per-
forms system configuration. This means that the host processor must have some
way to instruct the host/PCI bridge to perform configuration read and write
transactions on the PCI bus.

Bus Hierarchy

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the configuration of systems with one PCI bus (see Fig-
ure 18-1 on page 320). Assuming that the system has one or more PCI expansion
connectors, however, a card may be installed at any time (perhaps more than
one card) that incorporates a PCI-to-PCI bridge. The card has another PCI bus
on it, and one or more PCI devices reside on that PCI bus. The configuration
software executing on the host processor must be able to perform configuration
reads and writes with the functions on each PCI bus that lives beyond the host/
PCI bridge.

This highlights the fact that the programmer must supply the following infor-
mation to the host/PCI bridge when performing a configuration read or write:

• target PCI bus.
• target PCI device (i.e., package) on the bus.
• target PCI function within the device.
• target dword within the function’s configuration space.
• target byte(s) within the dword.

These parameters must be supplied to the host/PCI bridge. The bridge must
then determine if the target PCI bus specified is:

• the bus immediately on the other side of the host/PCI bridge (in other
words, Bus 0)

• a bus further out in the bus hierarchy
• none of the buses behind the bridge.

This implies that the host/PCI bridge has some way of identifying its PCI bus
and the range of PCI buses residing beyond its bus. The bus on the other side of
the host/PCI bridge is always bus 0 (unless there are more than one host/PCI
bridge on the processor bus; for more information, refer to “Multiple Host/PCI
Bridges” on page 327). The bridge either implicitly knows this or implements a
Bus Number register that contains zero after RST# is deasserted. The bridge also
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incorporates a Subordinate Bus Number register that it uses to identify the bus fur-
thest away from the host processor beyond this bridge. The bridge compares the
target bus number specified by the programmer to the range of buses that exists
beyond the bridge. There are three possible cases:

&$6(����The target bus is bus 0.
&$6(����The target bus isn’t bus 0, but is less than or equal to the value in the

Subordinate Bus Number register. In other words, the transaction targets a
device on a subordinate bus.

&$6(����The target bus doesn’t fall within the range of buses that exists beyond
this bridge.

In Cases 1 and 2, the bridge will initiate a PCI configuration read or write on the
PCI bus in response to the processor’s request. In the third case, however, the
bridge doesn’t respond to the processors’ request to perform a PCI configura-
tion transaction at all (because the target bus is not behind it). 

Case 1: Target Bus Is PCI Bus 0
If the target bus is bus 0 (the first case), the bridge must initiate a PCI configura-
tion transaction and in some way indicate to the devices on Bus 0 that one of
them is the target of this configuration transaction. This is accomplished by set-
ting AD[1:0] to 00b during the address phase of the configuration transaction.
This identifies the transaction as a Type 0 configuration transaction targeting
one of the devices on this bus. This bit pattern tells the community of devices on
the PCI bus that the bridge that "owns" that bus has already performed the bus
number comparison and verified that the request targets a device on its bus. A
detailed description of the Type 0 configuration transaction can be found in
“Type 0 Configuration Transaction” on page 335.

Case 2: Target Bus Is Subordinate To Bus 0
If, on the other hand, the target bus is a bus that is subordinate to PCI bus 0 (the
second case), the bridge still must initiate the configuration transaction on bus
0, but must indicate in some manner that none of the devices on this bus is the
target of the transaction. Rather, only PCI-to-PCI bridges residing on the bus
should pay attention to the transaction because it targets a device on a bus fur-
ther out in the hierarchy beyond a PCI-to-PCI bridge that is attached to Bus 0.
This is accomplished by setting AD[1:0] to 01b during the address phase of the
configuration transaction. This pattern instructs all functions other than PCI-to-
PCI bridges that the transaction is not for any of them and is referred to as a
Type 1 configuration transaction. A detailed description of the Type 1 configu-
ration access can be found in “Type 1 Configuration Transactions” on page 344.
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Figure 18-1: Typical PC System Block Diagram
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Must Respond To Config Accesses Within 225 Clocks After 
RST#
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Intro to Configuration Mechanisms

This section describes the methods used to stimulate the host/PCI bridge to
generate PCI configuration transactions. A subsequent section in this chapter
provides a detailed description of Type 0 configuration transactions. The section
entitled “Type 1 Configuration Transactions” on page 344 provides a detailed
description of the Type 1 configuration transactions.

As mentioned earlier in this book, Intel x86 and PowerPC processors (as two
examples processor families) do not possess the ability to perform configuration
read and write transactions. They use memory and IO (IO is only in the x86
case) read and write transactions to communicate with external devices. This
means that the host/PCI bridge must be designed to recognize certain IO or
memory accesses initiated by the processor as requests to perform configuration
accesses. 
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19 Configuration 
Registers

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided a detailed discussion of the mechanisms used to
generate configuration transactions as well as a detailed discussion of the Type
Zero and Type One configuration read and write transactions.

This Chapter

This chapter provides a detailed description of the configuration register format
and usage for all PCI devices other than PCI-to-PCI bridges and CardBus
bridges.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides a detailed description of device ROMs associated
with PCI devices. This includes the following topics:

• device ROM detection.
• internal code/data format.
• shadowing.
• initialization code execution.
• interrupt hooking.

Intro to Configuration Header Region

:,7+� 7+(� 3266,%/(� (;&(37,21�2)� 7+(� +267�3&,� %5,'*(, every PCI function must
implement PCI configuration space within which its PCI configuration registers
reside. The host/PCI bridge could implement these registers, in PCI configura-
tion space (this is most often the case), in IO space (much too crowded), or in
memory space.
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Each PCI function possesses a block of 64 configuration dwords reserved for the
implementation of its configuration registers. The format and usage of the first
16 dwords is predefined by the PCI specification. This area is referred to as the
device’s Configuration Header Region (or Header Space). The specification cur-
rently defines three Header formats, referred to as Header Types Zero, One and
Two.

• Header Type One is defined for PCI-to-PCI bridges. A full description of
Header Type One can be found in “Configuration Registers” on page 552.

• Header Type Two is defined for PCI-to-CardBus bridges and is fully-
defined in the PC Card spec.

• Header Type Zero is used for all devices other than PCI-to-PCI and cardBus
bridges. This chapter defines Header Type Zero.

Figure 19-1 on page 353 illustrates the format of a function’s Header region (for
functions other than PCI-to-PCI bridges and CardBus bridges). The registers
marked in black are always mandatory. Note that although many of the config-
uration registers in the figure are not marked mandatory, a register may be
mandatory for a particular type of device. The subsequent sections define each
register and any circumstances where it may be mandatory.

As noted earlier, this format is defined as Header Type Zero. The registers
within the Header are used to identify the device, to control its PCI functional-
ity and to sense its PCI status in a generic manner. The usage of the device’s
remaining 48 dwords of configuration space is device-specific, %87�,7�,6�12:�$/62
86('�$6�$1�29(5)/2:�$5($�)25�620(�1(:�5(*,67(56�'(),1('� ,1�7+(������3&,�63(&
�)25�025(�,1)250$7,21��5()(5�72�´1(:�&$3$%,/,7,(6µ�21�3$*( �����
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Figure 19-1: Format of a PCI Function’s Configuration Header
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PCI System Architecture
Mandatory Header Registers

Introduction

The following sections describe the mandatory configuration registers that
must be implemented in every PCI device, including bridges. The registers are
illustrated (in black) in Figure 19-1 on page 353.

Registers Used to Identify Device’s Driver

The OS uses some combination of the following mandatory registers to deter-
mine which driver to load for a device:

• Vendor ID.
• Device ID.
• Revision.
• Class Code.
• SubSystem Vendor ID.
• SubSystem ID.

Vendor ID Register

Always mandatory. This 16-bit register identifies the manufacturer of the device.
The value hardwired in this read-only register is assigned by a central authority
(the PCI SIG) that controls issuance of the numbers. The value FFFFh is reserved
and must be returned by the host/PCI bridge when an attempt is made to per-
form a configuration read from a non-existent device's configuration register.
The read attempt results in a Master Abort and the bridge must respond with a
Vendor ID of FFFFh. The Master Abort is not considered to be an error, but the
specification says that the bridge must none the less set its Received Master
Abort bit in its configuration Status register.

Device ID Register

Always mandatory. This 16-bit value is assigned by the device manufacturer and
identifies the type of device. In conjunction with the Vendor ID and possibly the
Revision ID, the Device ID can be used to locate a device-specific (and perhaps
revision-specific) driver for the device.
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Subsystem Vendor ID and Subsystem ID Registers

Mandatory. This register pair was added in revision 2.1 of the specification and
was optional. 7+(� ���� 63(&� +$6�0$'(� 7+(0�0$1'$725<� (;&(37� )25� 7+26(� 7+$7
+$9(�$�%$6(�&/$66�2)� ��+� �$� %5,'*(��:,7+�$� 68%�&/$66�2)� ��+���+� �5()(5� 72
7$%/( �����21�3$*( ������25�$�%$6(�&/$66�2)���+��%$6(�6<67(0�3(5,3+(5$/6��:,7+

$�68%�&/$66�2)���+���+��6((�7$%/( ������21�3$*( ������7+,6�(;&/8'(6�%5,'*(6�2)
7+(�)2//2:,1*�7<3(6�

� +267�3&,
� 3&,�72�(,6$
� 3&,�72�,6$
� 3&,�72�0,&52�&+$11(/

� 3&,�72�3&,

,7�$/62�(;&/8'(6�7+(�)2//2:,1*�*(1(5,&�6<67(0�3(5,3+(5$/6�

� ,17(55837�&21752//(5

� '0$�&21752//(5

� 352*5$00$%/(�7,0(56

� 57&�&21752//(5

The Subsystem Vendor ID is obtained from the SIG, while the vendor supplies
its own Subsystem ID (the full name of this register is really "Subsystem Device
ID", but the "device" is silent). A value of zero in these registers indicates there
isn’t a Subsystem Vendor and Subsystem ID associated with the device.

Purpose of This Register Pair. A PCI function may reside on a card or
within an embedded device. Two cards or subsystems that are designed around
the same PCI core logic (produced by a third-party) may have the same Vendor
and Device IDs (if the core logic vendor hardwired their own IDs into these reg-
isters). If this is the case, the OS would have a problem identifying the correct
driver to load into memory for the device.

These two mandatory registers (Subsystem Vendor ID and Subsystem ID) are
used to uniquely identify the add-in card or subsystem that the device resides
within. Using these two registers, the OS can distinguish the difference between
cards or subsystems manufactured by different vendors but designed around
the same third-party core logic. This permits the Plug-and-Play OS to locate the
correct driver to load into memory.
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20 Expansion ROMs
The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter provided a detailed description of the configuration regis-
ter format and usage for all PCI devices other than PCI-to-PCI bridges and
CardBus bridges.

This Chapter

This chapter provides a detailed description of device ROMs associated with
PCI devices. This includes the following topics:

• device ROM detection.
• internal code/data format.
• shadowing.
• initialization code execution.
• interrupt hooking.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides an introduction to the PCI expansion card and con-
nector definition. It covers card and connector types, 5V and 3.3V operability,
shared slots, and pinout definition.

ROM Purpose—Device Can Be Used In Boot Process

In order to boot the OS into memory, the system needs three devices:

• A mass storage device to load the OS from. This is sometimes referred to as
the IPL (Initial Program Load) device and is typically an IDE or a SCSI hard
drive.

• A display adapter to enable progress messages to be displayed during the
boot process. In this context, this is typically referred to as the output
device.

• A keyboard to allow the user to interact with the machine during the boot
process. In this context, this is typically referred to as the input device.
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The OS must locate three devices that fall into these categories and must also
locate a device driver associated with each of the devices. Remember that the
OS hasn’t been booted into memory yet and therefore hasn’t loaded any load-
able device drivers into memory from disk! This is the main reason that device
ROMs exist. It contains a device driver that permits the device to be used dur-
ing the boot process.

ROM Detection

When the configuration software is configuring a PCI function, it determines if
a function-specific ROM exists by checking to see if the designer has imple-
mented an Expansion ROM Base Address Register (refer to Figure 20-2 on page
414).

As described in “Base Address Registers (BARs)” on page 378, the programmer
writes all ones (with the exception of bit zero, to prevent the enabling of the
ROM address decoder; see Figure 20-1 on page 413) to the Expansion ROM Base
Address Register and then reads it back. If a value of zero is returned, then the
register is not implemented and there isn’t an expansion ROM associated with
the device. 

On the other hand, the ability to set any bits to ones indicates the presence of the
Expansion ROM Base Address Register. This may or may not indicate the pres-
ence of a device ROM. Although the address decoder and a socket may exist for
a device ROM, the socket may not be occupied at present. The programmer
determines the presence of the device ROM by:

• assigning a base address to the register’s Base Address field,
• enabling its decoder (by setting bit 0 in the register to one),
• setting the Memory Space bit in the function’s Command register, 
• and then attempting to read the first two locations from the ROM.

If the first two locations contain the ROM signature—AA55h—then the ROM is
present.

Figure 20-1 on page 413 illustrates the format of the Expansion ROM Base
Address Register. Assume that the register returns a value of FFFE0000h when
read back after writing all ones to it. Bit 17 is the least-significant bit that was
successfully changed to a one and has a binary-weighted value of 128K. This
indicates that it is a 128KB ROM decoder and bits [24:17] within the Base
Address field are writable. The programmer now writes a 32-bit start address
into the register and sets bit zero to one to enable its ROM address decoder. In
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Chapter 20: Expansion ROMs
addition to setting this bit to one, the programmer must also set the Memory
Space bit in the function’s configuration Command register to a one. The func-
tion’s ROM address decoder is then enabled and the ROM (if present) can be
accessed. The maximum ROM decoder size permitted by the specification is
16MB, dictating that bits [31:25] must be hardwired to one.

The programmer then performs a read from the first two locations of the ROM
and checks for a return value of AA55h. If this pattern is not received, the ROM
is not present. The programmer disables the ROM address decoder (by clearing
bit zero of the Expansion ROM Base Address Register to zero). If AA55h is
received, the ROM exists and a device driver code image must be copied into
main memory and its initialization code must be executed. This topic is covered
in the sections that follow.

Figure 20-1: Expansion ROM Base Address Register Bit Assignment
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Figure 20-2: Header Type Zero Configuration Register Format
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Chapter 20: Expansion ROMs
ROM Shadowing Required

The PCI specification requires that device ROM code is never executed in place
(i.e., from the ROM). It must be copied to main memory. This is referred to as
“shadowing” the ROM code. This requirement exists for two reasons:

• ROM access time is typically quite slow, resulting in poor performance
whenever the ROM code is fetched for execution.

• Once the initialization portion of the device driver in the ROM has been
executed, it can be discarded and the code image in main memory can be
shortened to include only the code necessary for run-time operation. The
portion of main memory allocated to hold the initialization portion of the
code can be freed up, allowing more efficient use of main memory. 

Once the presence of the device ROM has been established (see the previous
section), the configuration software must copy a code image into main memory
and then disable the ROM address decoder (by clearing bit zero of the Expan-
sion ROM Base Address Register to zero). In a non-PC environment, the area of
memory the code image is copied to could be anywhere in the 4GB space. The
specification for that environment may define a particular area.

In a PC environment, the ROM code image must be copied into main memory
into the range of addresses historically associated with device ROMs:
000C0000h through 000DFFFFh. If the Class Code indicates that this is the
VGA’s device ROM, its code image must be copied into memory starting at
location 000C0000h.

The next section defines the format of the information in the ROM and how the
configuration software determines which code image (yes, there can be more
than one device driver) to load into main memory.

ROM Content

Multiple Code Images

The PCI specification permits the inclusion of more than one code image in a
PCI device ROM. Each code image would contain a copy of the device driver in
a specific machine code, or in interpretive code (explained later). The configura-
tion software can then scan through the images in the ROM and select the one
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21 Add-in Cards and 
Connectors

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter provided a detailed description of device ROMs associ-
ated with PCI devices. This included the following topics:

• device ROM detection.
• internal code/data format.
• shadowing.
• initialization code execution.
• interrupt hooking.

In This Chapter
This chapter provides an introduction to the PCI expansion card and connector
definition. It covers card and connector types, 5V and 3.3V operability, shared
slots, and pinout definition. For a detailed description of electrical and mechan-
ical issues, refer to the latest version of the PCI specification (as of this printing,
revision 2.2).

The Next Chapter
The next chapter describes the Hot-Plug PCI capability defined by the revision
1.0 PCI Hot-Plug spec. A Hot-Plug capable system permits cards to be removed
and installed without powering down the system.

Add-In Connectors

32- and 64-bit Connectors
The PCI add-in card connector was derived from the Micro Channel connector.
There are two basic types of connectors: the 32- and the 64-bit connector. A basic
representation can be found in Figure 21-1 on page 438. Table 21-1 on page 439
illustrates the pinout of 32-bit and 64-bit cards (note that the 64-bit connector is
a superset of the 32-bit connector). 7+(�)2//2:,1*�3,1287�&+$1*(6�:(5(�0$'(�,1
7+(�����63(&�
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� 3,1�$���:$6�5(6(59('�$1'� ,6�12:�'(),1('�$6� 7+(����9$8;�3,1� �6((�´30(�
$1'����9$8;µ�21�3$*( �����
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,1*�(17,7,(6�21�7+(�3&,�%86�+$6�%((1�5(029('�

The table shows the card pinout for three types of cards: 5V, 3.3V, and Universal
cards (the three card types are defined in “3.3V and 5V Connectors” on
page 445). The system board designer must leave all reserved pins uncon-
nected. The table illustrates the pinouts and keying for 3.3V and 5V connectors.
In addition, a Universal card can be installed in either a 3.3V or a 5V connector.
There is no such thing as a Universal connector, only Universal cards. Addi-
tional information regarding 3V, 5V and Universal cards can be found in this
chapter in the section "3.3V and 5V Connectors" on page 445.

Figure 21-1: 32- and 64-bit Connectors
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Table 21-1: PCI Add-In Card Pinouts

Pin

5V Card Universal Card 3.3V Card

CommentSide B Side A Side B Side A Side B Side A

1 -12V TRST# -12V TRST# -12V TRST# 32-bit connector 
start

2 TCK +12V TCK +12V TCK +12V

3 Ground TMS Ground TMS Ground TMS

4 TDO TDI TDO TDI TDO TDI

5 +5V +5V +5V +5V +5V +5V

6 +5V INTA# +5V INTA# +5V INTA#

7 INTB# INTC# INTB# INTC# INTB# INTC#

8 INTD# +5V INTD# +5V INTD# +5V

9 PRSNT1# Reserved PRSNT1# Reserved PRSNT1# Reserved

10 Reserved +5V Reserved +Vi/o Reserved +3.3V

11 PRSNT2# Reserved PRSNT2# Reserved PRSNT2# Reserved

12 Ground Ground
Key 3.3V key

13 Ground Ground

14 Reserved ���9$8; Reserved ���9$8; Reserved ���9$8;

15 Ground RST# Ground RST# Ground RST#

16 CLK +5V CLK +Vi/o CLK +3.3V

17 Ground GNT# Ground GNT# Ground GNT#

18 REQ# Ground REQ# Ground REQ# Ground

19 +5V 30(� +Vi/o 30(� +3.3V 30(�

20 AD[31] AD[30] AD[31] AD[30] AD[31] AD[30]

21 AD[29] +3.3V AD[29] +3.3V AD[29] +3.3V

22 Ground AD[28] Ground AD[28] Ground AD[28]

23 AD[27] AD[26] AD[27] AD[26] AD[27] AD[26]

24 AD[25] Ground AD[25] Ground AD[25] Ground

25 +3.3V AD[24] +3.3V AD[24] +3.3V AD[24]
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26 C/BE#[3] IDSEL C/BE#[3] IDSEL C/BE#[3] IDSEL

27 AD[23] +3.3V AD[23] +3.3V AD[23] +3.3V

28 Ground AD[22] Ground AD[22] Ground AD[22]

29 AD[21] AD[20] AD[21] AD[20] AD[21] AD[20]

30 AD[19] Ground AD[19] Ground AD[19] Ground

31 +3.3V AD[18] +3.3V AD[18] +3.3V AD[18]

32 AD[17] AD[16] AD[17] AD[16] AD[17] AD[16]

33 C/BE#[2] +3.3V C/BE#[2] +3.3V C/BE#[2] +3.3V

34 Ground FRAME# Ground FRAME# Ground FRAME#

35 IRDY# Ground IRDY# Ground IRDY# Ground

36 +3.3V TRDY# +3.3V TRDY# +3.3V TRDY#

37 DEVSEL# Ground DEVSEL# Ground DEVSEL# Ground

38 Ground STOP# Ground STOP# Ground STOP#

39 LOCK# +3.3V LOCK# +3.3V LOCK# +3.3V

40 PERR# 5(6(59(' PERR# 5(6(59(' PERR# 5(6(59('

41 +3.3V 5(6(59(' +3.3V 5(6(59(' +3.3V 5(6(59('

42 SERR# Ground SERR# Ground SERR# Ground

43 +3.3V PAR +3.3V PAR +3.3V PAR

44 C/BE[1]# AD[15} C/BE[1]# AD[15} C/BE[1]# AD[15}

45 AD[14] +3.3V AD[14] +3.3V AD[14] +3.3V

46 Ground AD[13] Ground AD[13] Ground AD[13]

47 AD[12] AD[11] AD[12] AD[11] AD[12] AD[11]

48 AD[10] Ground AD[10] Ground AD[10] Ground

49 Ground AD[09] Ground AD[09] Ground ** AD[09] ** see note

50
Keyway

Ground Ground 5V key

51 Ground Ground 5V key

Table 21-1: PCI Add-In Card Pinouts (Continued)

Pin

5V Card Universal Card 3.3V Card

CommentSide B Side A Side B Side A Side B Side A
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52 AD[08] C/BE#[0] AD[08] C/BE#[0] AD[08] C/BE#[0]

53 AD[07] +3.3V AD[07] +3.3V AD[07] +3.3V

54 +3.3V AD[06] +3.3V AD[06] +3.3V AD[06]

55 AD[05] AD[04] AD[05] AD[04] AD[05] AD[04]

56 AD[03] Ground AD[03] Ground AD[03] Ground

57 Ground AD[02] Ground AD[02] Ground AD[02]

58 AD[01] AD[00] AD[01] AD[00] AD[01] AD[00]

59 +5V +5V +Vi/o +Vi/o +3.3V +3.3V

60 ACK64# REQ64# ACK64# REQ64# ACK64# REQ64#

61 +5V +5V +5V +5V +5V +5V

62 +5V +5V +5V +5V +5V +5V 32-bit connector 
end

keyway
64-bit spacer

64-bit spacer

63 Reserved Ground Reserved Ground Reserved Ground 64-bit start

64 Ground C/BE#[7] Ground C/BE#[7] Ground C/BE#[7]

65 C/BE#[6] C/BE#[5] C/BE#[6] C/BE#[5] C/BE#[6] C/BE#[5]

66 C/BE#[4] +5V C/BE#[4] +Vi/o C/BE#[4] +3.3V

67 Ground PAR64 Ground PAR64 Ground PAR64

68 AD[63] AD[62] AD[63] AD[62] AD[63] AD[62]

69 AD[61] Ground AD[61] Ground AD[61] Ground

70 +5V AD[60] +Vi/o AD[60] +3.3V AD[60]

71 AD[59] AD[58] AD[59] AD[58] AD[59] AD[58]

72 AD[57] Ground AD[57] Ground AD[57] Ground

73 Ground AD[56] Ground AD[56] Ground AD[56]

74 AD[55] AD[54] AD[55] AD[54] AD[55] AD[54]

75 AD[53] +5V AD[53] +Vi/o AD[53] +3.3V

Table 21-1: PCI Add-In Card Pinouts (Continued)

Pin

5V Card Universal Card 3.3V Card

CommentSide B Side A Side B Side A Side B Side A
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22 Hot-Plug PCI

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided an introduction to the PCI expansion card and
connector definition. It covered card and connector types, 5V and 3.3V operabil-
ity, shared slots, and pinout definition.

This Chapter

This chapter describes the Hot-Plug PCI capability defined by the revision 1.0
PCI Hot-Plug spec. A Hot-Plug capable system permits cards to be removed
and installed without powering down the system.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides a detailed description of PCI power management as
defined in the revision 1.1 PCI Bus PM Interface Specification. In order to provide
an overall context for this discussion, a description of the OnNow Initiative,
ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface), and the involvement of
the Windows OS is also provided.

The Problem

In an environment where high-availability is desired, it would be a distinct
advantage not to have to shut the system down before installing a new card or
removing a card.

As originally designed, the PCI bus was not intended to support installation or
removal of PCI cards while power is applied to the machine. This would result
in probable damage to components, as well as a mightily confused OS.
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The Solution

The solution is defined in the revision 1.0 PCI Hot-Plug spec and gives the
chipset the ability to handle the following software requests:

• Selectively assert and deassert the PCI RST# signal to an specific Hot-Plug
PCI card connector. As stated in the PCI spec, the card must tri-state its out-
put drivers within 40ns after the assertion of RST#.

• Selectively isolate a card from the logic on the system board.
• Selectively remove or apply power to a specific PCI card connector.
• Selectively turn on or turn off an Attention Indicator associated with a spe-

cific card connector to draw the users attention to the connector.

Hot-Plug PCI is basically a “no surprises” Hot-Plug methodology. In other
words, the user is not permitted to install or remove a PCI card without first
warning the software. The software then performs the necessary steps to pre-
pare the card connector for the installation or removal of a card and finally indi-
cates to the end user (via a visual indicator) when the installation or removal
may be performed.

No Changes To Adapter Cards
One of the major goals of the Hot-Plug PCI spec was that PCI add-in cards
designed to the PCI spec require no changes in order to be Hot-Pluggable.

Changes are required, however, to the chipset, system board, OS and driver
design.

Software Elements

General
Table 22-1 on page 457 describes the major software elements that must be mod-
ified to support Hot-Plug capability. Also refer to Figure 22-1 on page 459.
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Chapter 22: Hot-Plug PCI
Table 22-1: Introduction to Major Hot-Plug Software Elements

Software Element Supplied by Description

User Interface OS vendor An OS-supplied utility that permits the 
end-user to request that a card connector 
be turned off in order to remove a card 
or turned on to use a card that just been 
installed.

Hot-Plug Service OS vendor A service that processes requests 
(referred to as Hot-Plug Primitives) 
issued by the OS. This includes requests 
to:
• provide slot identifiers
• turn card On or Off
• turn Attention Indicator On or Off
• return current state of slot (On or

Off)
The Hot-Plug Service interacts with the 
Hot-Plug System Driver to satisfy the 
requests. The interface (i.e., API) with 
the Hot-Plug System Driver is defined 
by the OS vendor, not by this spec.

Hot-Plug System 
Driver

System Board 
vendor

Receives requests (aka Hot-Plug Primi-
tives) from the Hot-Plug Service within 
the OS. Interacts with the hardware Hot-
Plug Controller to accomplish requests. 
The interface (i.e., API) with the Hot-
Plug Service is defined by the OS ven-
dor, not by this spec. A system board 
may incorporate more than one Hot-
Plug Controller, each of which controls a 
subset of the overall slots in the 
machine. In this case, there would be 
one Hot-Plug System Driver for each 
Controller.
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System Start Up

A Hot-Plug-capable system may be loaded with an OS that doesn’t support
Hot-Plug capability. In this case, although the system BIOS would contain some
Hot-Plug-related software, the Hot-Plug Service and Hot-Plug System Driver
would not be present. Assuming that the user doesn’t attempt hot insertion or
removal of a card, the system will operate as a standard, non-Hot-Plug system.

• The system startup firmware must ensure that all Attention Indicators are
Off. 

• The spec also states: “the Hot-Plug slots must be in a state that would be
appropriate for loading non-Hot-Plug system software.” The author is
unclear as to what this means.

Device Driver Adapter card 
vendor

Some special, Hot-Plug-specific capabili-
ties must be incorporated in a Hot-Plug 
capable device driver. This includes:
• support for the Quiesce command.
• optional implementation of the

Pause command.
• Possible replacement for device’s

ROM code.
• Support for Start command or

optional Resume command.

Table 22-1: Introduction to Major Hot-Plug Software Elements (Continued)

Software Element Supplied by Description
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23 Power 
Management

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter described the Hot-Plug PCI capability defined by the revi-
sion 1.0 PCI Hot-Plug spec. A Hot-Plug capable system permits cards to be
removed and installed without powering down the system.

This Chapter
This chapter provides a detailed description of PCI power management as
defined in the revision 1.1 PCI Bus PM Interface Specification. In order to provide
an overall context for this discussion, a description of the OnNow Initiative,
ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface), and the involvement of
the Windows OS is also provided.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter provides a detailed discussion of PCI-to-PCI bridge imple-
mentation. The information is drawn from the revision 1.1 PCI-to-PCI Bridge
Architecture Specification, dated December 18, 1998.

Power Management Abbreviated “PM” In This Chapter

Throughout this chapter, the author has abbreviated Power Management as
“PM” for brevity’s sake.

PCI Bus PM Interface Specification—But First...

The PCI Bus PM Interface Specification describes how to implement the optional
PCI PM registers and signals. These registers and signals permit the OS to man-
age the power environment of PCI buses and the functions that reside on them.
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PCI System Architecture
Rather than immediately diving into a detailed nuts-and-bolts description of
the PCI Bus PM Interface Specification, it’s a good idea to begin by describing
where it fits within the overall context of the OS and the system. Otherwise, this
would just be a disconnected discussion of registers, bits, signals, etc. with no
frame of reference.

A Power Management Primer

Basics of PC PM

The most popular OSs currently in use on PC-compatible machines are Win-
dows 95/98/NT/2000. This section provides an overview of how the OS inter-
acts with other major software and hardware elements to manage the power
usage of individual devices and the system as a whole. Table 23-1 on page 480
introduces the major elements involved in this process and provides a very
basic description of how they relate to each other. It should be noted that neither
the PCI Power Management spec nor the ACPI spec (Advanced Configuration
and Power Interface) dictate the policies that the OS uses to manage power. It
does, however, define the registers (and some data structures) that are used to
control the power usage of PCI functions.

Table 23-1: Major Software/Hardware Elements Involved In PC PM

Element Responsibility

OS Directs the overall system power management.To accomplish 
this goal, the OS issues requests to the ACPI Driver, WDM (Win-
dows Driver Model) device drivers, and to the PCI Bus Driver. 
Application programs that are power conservation-aware inter-
act with the OS to accomplish device power management.

ACPI Driver Manages configuration, power management, and thermal control 
of devices embedded on the system board that do not adhere to 
any industry standard interface specification. Examples would 
could be chipset-specific registers, system board-specific registers 
that control power planes and bus clocks (e.g., the PCI CLK), etc. 
The PM registers within PCI functions (embedded or otherwise) 
are defined by the PCI PM spec and are therefore not managed 
by the ACPI driver, but rather by the PCI Bus Driver (see entry in 
this table).
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Chapter 23: Power Management
WDM Device Driver The WDM driver is a Class driver that can work with any device 
that falls within the Class of devices that it was written to control. 
The fact that it’s not written for a specific device from a specific 
vendor means that it doesn’t have register and bit-level knowl-
edge of the device’s interface. When it needs to issue a command 
to or check the status of the device, it issues a request to the 
Miniport driver supplied by the vendor of the specific device.
The WDM also doesn’t understand device characteristics that are 
peculiar to a specific bus implementation of that device type. As 
an example, the WDM doesn’t understand a PCI device’s config-
uration register set. It depends on the PCI Bus Driver to commu-
nicate with PCI configuration registers.
When it receives requests from the OS to control the power state 
of its PCI device, it passes the request to the PCI Bus Driver:
• When a request to power down its device is received from the

OS, the WDM saves the contents of its associated PCI func-
tion’s device-specific registers (in other words, it performs a
context save) and then passes the request to the PCI Bus
Driver to change the power state of the device.

• Conversely, when a request to repower the device is received
from the OS, the WDM passes the request to the PCI Bus
Driver to change the power state of the device. After the PCI
Bus Driver has repowered the device, the WDM then restores
the context to the PCI function’s device-specific registers.

Miniport Driver Supplied by the vendor of a device, it receives requests from the 
WDM Class driver and converts them into the proper series of 
accesses to the device’s register set.

Table 23-1: Major Software/Hardware Elements Involved In PC PM (Continued)

Element Responsibility
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OnNow Design Initiative Scheme Defines Overall PM

A whitepaper on Microsoft’s website clearly defines the goals of the OnNow
Design Initiative and the problems it addresses. The author has taken the liberty
of reproducing the text from that paper verbatim in the two sections that follow:
Goals, and Current Platform Shortcomings.

PCI Bus Driver This driver is generic to all PCI-compliant devices. It manages 
their power states and configuration registers, but does not 
have knowledge of a PCI function’s device-specific register set 
(that knowledge is possessed by the Miniport Driver that the 
WDM driver uses to communicate with the device’s register set). 
It receives requests from the device’s WDM to change the state of 
the device’s power management logic:
• When a request is received to power down the device, the PCI

Bus Driver is responsible for saving the context of the func-
tion’s PCI configuration Header registers and any New Capa-
bility registers that the device implements. Using the device’s
PCI configuration Command register, it then disables the abil-
ity of the device to act as a bus master or to respond as the tar-
get of transactions. Finally, it writes to the PCI function’s PM
registers to change its state.

• Conversely, when the device must be repowered, the PCI Bus
Driver writes to the PCI function’s PM registers to change its
state. It then restores the function’s PCI configuration Header
registers to their original state.

PCI PM registers within 
each PCI function’s PCI 
configuration space.

The location, format and usage of these registers is defined by 
the PCI PM spec. The PCI Bus Driver understands this spec and 
therefore is the entity responsible for accessing a function’s PM 
registers when requested to do so by the function’s device driver 
(i.e., its WDM).

System Board power 
plane and bus clock con-
trol logic

The implementation and control of this logic is typically system 
board design-specific and is therefore controlled by the ACPI 
Driver (under the OS’s direction).

Table 23-1: Major Software/Hardware Elements Involved In PC PM (Continued)

Element Responsibility
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Chapter 23: Power Management
Goals

The OnNow Design Initiative represents the overall guiding spirit behind the
sought-after PC design. The following are the major goals as stated in an
OnNow document:

• The PC is ready for use immediately when the user presses the On button. 
• The PC is perceived to be off when not in use but is still capable of respond-

ing to wake-up events. Wake-up events might be triggered by a device
receiving input such as a phone ringing, or by software that has requested
the PC to wake up at some predetermined time. 

• Software adjusts its behavior when the PC's power state changes. The oper-
ating system and applications work together intelligently to operate the PC
to deliver effective power management in accordance with the user's cur-
rent needs and expectations. For example, applications will not inadvert-
ently keep the PC busy when it is not necessary, and instead will
proactively participate in shutting down the PC to conserve energy and
reduce noise. 

• All devices participate in the device power management scheme, whether
originally installed in the PC or added later by the user. Any new device can
have its power state changed as system use dictates. 

Current Platform Shortcomings

No Cooperation Among System Components. Hardware, system
BIOS, operating system, and applications do not cooperate, resulting in the var-
ious system components fighting for control of the hardware. This causes erratic
behavior: disks spin up when they are not supposed to; screens come on unex-
pectedly.

Add-on Components Do Not Participate In PM. When a person
buys a computer, the hardware in the system typically operates in an integrated
power management scheme, and peripherals added by the user or reseller may
not be power managed by the system. Traditional power management is no
longer sufficient, because it typically does not deal outside the domain of the
system board. To meet the OnNow goals, the entire system must function as an
integrated power-managed environment, which requires a generalized solution
in the operating system.

Current PM Schemes Fail Purposes of OnNow Goals. The power
management schemes currently in use focus only on the system board and use
only device access information to make decisions about when to power down a
device. This approach causes two major problems:
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24 PCI-to-PCI 
Bridge

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter provided a detailed description of PCI power manage-
ment as defined in the revision 1.1 PCI Bus PM Interface Specification. In order to
provide an overall context for this discussion, a description of the OnNow Ini-
tiative, ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface), and the involve-
ment of the Windows OS was also provided.

This Chapter
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of PCI-to-PCI bridge implementa-
tion. The information is drawn from the revision 1.1 PCI-to-PCI Bridge Architec-
ture Specification, dated December 18, 1998.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter focuses on the ordering rules that govern the behavior of sim-
ple devices as well as the relationships of multiple transactions traversing a
PCI-to-PCI bridge. It also describes how the rules prevent deadlocks from
occurring.

Scaleable Bus Architecture
A machine that incorporates one PCI bus has some obvious limitations. Some
examples follow:

• If too many electrical loads (i.e., devices) are placed on a PCI bus, it ceases
to function correctly.

• The devices that populate a particular PCI bus may not co-exist together too
well. A master that requires a lot of bus time in order to achieve good per-
formance must share the bus with other masters. Demands for bus time by
these other masters may degrade the performance of this bus master sub-
system.

• One PCI bus only supports a limited number of PCI expansion connectors
(due to the electrical loading constraints mentioned earlier).
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PCI System Architecture
These problems could be solved by adding one or more additional PCI buses
into the system and re-distributing the device population. How can a customer
(or a system designer) add another PCI bus into the system? The PCI-to-PCI
Bridge Architecture Specification provides a complete definition of a PCI-to-PCI
bridge device. This device can either be embedded on a PCI bus or may be on
an add-in card installed in a PCI expansion connector. The PCI-to-PCI bridge
provides a bridge from one PCI bus to another, but it only places one electrical
load on its host PCI bus. The new PCI bus can then support a number of addi-
tional devices and/or PCI expansion connectors. The electrical loading con-
straint is on a per bus basis, not a system basis. Of course, the power supply in
the host system must be capable of supplying sufficient power for the load
imposed by the additional devices residing on the new bus. The system
designer could also include more than one host/PCI bridge.

Terminology

Before proceeding, it’s important to define some basic terms associated with
PCI-to-PCI bridges. Each PCI-to-PCI bridge is connected to two PCI buses,
referred to as its primary and secondary buses.

• Downstream. When a transaction is initiated and is passed through one or
more PCI-to-PCI bridges flowing away from the host processor, it is said to
be moving downstream.

• Upstream. When a transaction is initiated and is passed through one or
more PCI-to-PCI bridges flowing towards the host processor, it is said to be
moving upstream.

• Primary bus. PCI bus on the upstream side of a bridge.
• Secondary bus. PCI bus that resides on the downstream side of a PCI-to-

PCI bridge.
• Subordinate bus. Highest-numbered PCI bus on the downstream side of

the bridge.
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Chapter 24: PCI-to-PCI Bridge
Example Systems

Figure 24-2 on page 545 and Figure 24-3 on page 546 illustrate two examples of
systems with more than one PCI bus.

Example One

The system in Figure 24-2 on page 545 has two PCI buses. Bus number one is
subordinate to, or beneath, bus number zero. The PCI bus that resides directly
on the other side of the host/PCI bridge is guaranteed present in every PCI sys-

Figure 24-1: Basic Bridge Terminology
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tem and is always assigned a bus number of zero. Since the host/PCI bridge
“knows” its bus number, the bridge designer may or may not implement a Bus
Number register in the bridge. If the Bus Number register is present, the value it
contains could be hardwired to zero, or reset could force it to zero.

It is a rule that each PCI-to-PCI bridge must implement three bus number regis-
ters in pre-defined locations within its configuration space. All three registers
are read/writable and reset forces them to zero. They are assigned bus numbers
during the configuration process. Those three registers are:

• Primary Bus Number register. Initialized by software with the number of
the bridge’s upstream PCI bus. The host/PCI bridge is only connected to
one PCI bus, so it only implements a Bus Number register. The host/PCI
bridge doesn’t have to implement a Secondary Bus Number register
(because it is irrelevant).

• Secondary Bus Number register. Initialized by software with the number
of the bridge’s downstream PCI bus.

• Subordinate Bus Number register. Initialized by software with the highest
numbered PCI bus that exists on the secondary side. If the only bus on the
bridge’s downstream side is the bridge’s secondary bus, then the Secondary
and Subordinate Bus Number registers would be initialized with the num-
ber of the secondary bus.

The host/PCI bridge only has to implement a Bus Number and a Subordinate
Bus Number register. In Figure 24-2 on page 545, the host/PCI bridge’s bus
number registers are initialized (during configuration) as follows:

• Bus Number = 0. The host/PCI bridge’s PCI bus is always numbered zero.
• Subordinate Bus Number = 1, the number of the highest numbered PCI

bus that exists on the downstream side of the bridge. The host/PCI bridge
must therefore pass through all configuration read and write transaction
requests initiated by the host processor specifying a bus number in the
range zero through one.

PCI-to-PCI bridge A has its bus registers initialized as follows:

• Primary Bus = 0. This is the number of the PCI bus closer to the host proces-
sor.

• Secondary Bus = 1. This is the number of the PCI bus on the downstream
side of the bridge.

• Subordinate Bus = 1. This is the number of the highest-numbered bus that
exists on the downstream side of the bridge.
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Example Two

Figure 24-3 on page 546 has four PCI buses. During configuration, the host/PCI
bridge’s bus number registers are initialized as follows:

• Bus Number = 0. The host/PCI bridge’s PCI bus is always numbered zero.
• Subordinate Bus = 3. This is the number of the highest-numbered bus that

exists on the downstream side of the host/PCI bridge. The host/PCI bridge
must therefore pass through all configuration read and write transaction
requests initiated by the host processor specifying a target bus number in
the range zero through three.

Figure 24-2: Example System One
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25 Transaction 
Ordering & Deadlocks

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter provided a detailed discussion of PCI-to-PCI bridge
implementation. The information is drawn from the revision 1.1 PCI-to-PCI
Bridge Architecture Specification, dated December 18, 1998.

This Chapter

This chapter focuses on the ordering rules that govern the behavior of simple
devices as well as the relationships of multiple transactions traversing a PCI-to-
PCI bridge. It also describes how the rules prevent deadlocks from occurring.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter introduces the PCI BIOS specification, revision 2.1, dated
August 26, 1994.

Definition of Simple Device vs. a Bridge
Assume that a master incorporates an entity (e.g., a local processor) that per-
forms writes to system memory over the PCI bus. The master can handle the
internally-generated memory writes in one of two ways and the method it uses
defines it (according to the 2.2 PCI spec) as a simple device or as a bridge:

Simple Device
The 2.2 spec defines a simple device as any device that does not require out-
bound write posting. The internal logic is designed such that it would not be
allowed to proceed with any other action (e.g., the update of a status register
that can be read by masters external to the device) until the data has actually
been written over the PCI bus to the target memory. Generally, devices that do
not connect to local CPUs (in other words, devices other than Host/PCI
bridges) are implemented as simple devices.
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Bridge
The internal logic is designed such that an outbound memory write is posted
within a posted memory write buffer in the master’s PCI interface and thus, to
the internal logic, appears to have been completed. In reality, the write to the
target memory location has not yet been performed on the PCI bus. Bridges that
connect two buses together (e.g., a PCI-to-PCI bridge) typically exhibit this type
of behavior.

Simple Devices: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks

Ordering Rules For Simple Devices
The target and master state machines in the PCI interface of a simple device
must be completely independent. When acting as a target, it must not make the
completion of any transaction that targets it (either posted or non-posted) con-
tingent upon the prior completion of any other transaction when it is acting as a
master. When acting as the target of a transaction, a simple device is only
allowed to issue a retry when treating it as a Delayed Transaction, or for tempo-
rary conditions which are guaranteed to be resolved with time (i.e., a temporary
in-bound posted memory write buffer full condition).

The required independence of target and master state machines in a simple
device implies that a simple device cannot internally post any outbound
transactions. Consider the following example scenario:

67(3����Assume that logic internal to the device performs a write to a memory
location in another PCI device.

67(3����The write is posted in an outbound posted write buffer within the
device’s master state machine to be written to memory later.

67(3����Assuming (incorrectly) that the data has already been successfully
written to the external memory, logic internal to the device then updates an
internal status register to indicate that this is so (but it’s wrong!).

67(3����Another PCI device, external to the PCI device under discussion, then
performs a PCI read to read the status register in this device.

67(3����If the device, acting as the target of the read transaction, provides the
status register contents to the other master, it is lying to the other guy
(because it sends a status bit that says the data it thinks is in memory is
fresh). In order to tell the other guy the truth, the device only has one
option—issue a retry to the other guy and then perform the posted memory
write.
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This example highlights that the device’s master and target state machines are
dependent on each other, thereby defining it (according to the 2.2 specs’s defini-
tions) as a bridge and not as a simple device.

The simple device must wait until it completes the memory write transaction on
the PCI bus (the target memory asserts TRDY#, or signals a Master Abort or a
Target Abort) before proceeding internally (in the example, assuming that the
write doesn’t receive a Master or target Abort, updating the status register).

To increase PCI bus performance, simple devices are strongly encouraged to
post inbound memory write transactions to allow memory writes targeting it
to complete quickly. How the simple device orders inbound posted write data is
design-dependent and outside the scope of the spec.

Simple devices do not support exclusive (i.e., locked) accesses (only bridges do)
and do not use the LOCK# signal either a master or as a target. Refer to “Lock-
ing” on page 683 for a discussion of the use of LOCK# in bridge devices.

Deadlocks Associated With Simple Devices
The following are two examples of deadlocks that could occur if devices make
their target and master interfaces inter-dependent.

Scenario One

67(3����Two devices, referred to as A and B, simultaneously start arbitrating for
bus ownership to attempt IO writes to each other.

67(3����Device A is granted the bus first and initiates its IO write to device B
(device B is the target of the transaction). Device B decodes the address/
command and asserts DEVSEL#.

67(3����Assume that, when acting as a target, device B always terminates trans-
actions that target it with Retry until its master state machine completes its
outstanding requests (in this case, an IO write). 

67(3����Device B is then granted the bus and initiates its IO write to device A.
67(3����If device A responds in the same manner that device B did (i.e., with a

Retry), the system will deadlock.

Scenario Two

As described in a later section (“Bridges: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks” on
page 652), in certain cases a bridge is required to flush its posting buffer as a
master before it completes a transaction as a target. As described in the follow-
ing sequence, this can result in a deadlock:
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67(3����A PCI-to-PCI bridge contains posted memory write data addressed to a
downstream device (i.e., a device on its secondary side).

67(3����Before the bridge can acquire ownership of secondary bus to perform
the write transaction, the downstream device that it intends to target ini-
tiates a read from main memory (in other words, the read has to cross the
bridge from the secondary side to the primary side to get to memory).

67(3����To ensure that fresh read data is always received by any read that has to
cross a bridge, the bridge ordering rules require that the bridge must flush
its posted memory write buffers before the read is allowed to cross the
bridge. The bridge must therefore Retry the downstream agent’s read.

67(3����The bridge then performs the posted write to the downstream device
on the secondary bus.

67(3����If the downstream device is designed in such a fashion that its target
and master state machines are inter-dependent, it will issue a Retry in
response to the bridge’s posted write attempt and then re-issue its previ-
ously-attempted read.

67(3����The bus is deadlocked.

Since some PCI-to-PCI bridge devices designed to earlier versions of the PCI
spec require that their posted memory write buffers be flushed before starting
any non-posted transaction, the same deadlock could occur if the downstream
device makes the acceptance of a posted write contingent on the prior comple-
tion of any non-posted transaction.

Bridges: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks

Introduction
When a bridge accepts a memory write into its posted memory write buffer, the
master that initiated the write to memory considers the write completed and
can initiate additional operations (i.e., PCI reads and writes) before the target
memory location actually receives the write data. Any of these subsequent
operations may end up completing before the memory write is finally consum-
mated. The possible result: a read the programmer intended to occur after the
write may happen before the data is actually written.

In order to prevent this from causing problems, many of the PCI ordering rules
require that a bridge’s posted memory write buffers be flushed before permit-
ting subsequently-issued transactions to proceed. These same buffer flushing
rules, however, can cause deadlocks. The remainder of the PCI transaction
ordering rules prevent the system buses from deadlocking when posting buffers
must be flushed.
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Bridge Manages Bi-Directional Traffic Flow
Refer to Figure 25-1 on page 653. A bridge manages traffic flow between two
buses. In the figure, the processor-to-PCI bridge manages traffic flow between
the processor bus and PCI Bus 0, while the PCI-to-PCI bridge manages traffic
flow between PCI Bus 0 and PCI bus 1. Although the bridge ordering rules hold
true for both types of bridges, this chapter focuses on the ordering of transac-
tions that cross a PCI-to-PCI bridge. The typical PCI-to-PCI bridge incorporates
two sets of posted memory write buffers:

• a posted memory write buffer that absorbs memory writes initiated on its
primary side that target memory devices residing on the secondary side.

• a posted memory write buffer that absorbs memory writes initiated on its
secondary side that target memory devices residing on the primary side.

In addition, the bridge handles transactions other than memory writes initiated
on both sides as delayed transactions (see “Delayed Transactions” on page 86).

The PCI 2.2 spec incorporates a set of rules to govern the behavior of the bridge
to ensure that operations appear to occur in the correct order (from the pro-
grammer’s perspective) and to prevent deadlocks from occurring.

Figure 25-1: System With PCI-to-PCI Bridge
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26 The PCI BIOS

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter focused on the ordering rules that govern the behavior of
simple devices as well as the relationships of multiple transactions traversing a
PCI-to-PCI bridge. It also described how the rules prevent deadlocks from
occurring.

This Chapter

This chapter introduces the PCI BIOS specification, revision 2.1, dated August
26, 1994.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter provides a detailed description of the PCI locking mechanism
that permits an EISA bridge to lock main memory or the host/PCI bridge to
lock an EISA memory target.

Purpose of PCI BIOS

The OS (except for the platform-specific micro-kernel), applications programs
and device drivers must not directly access the PCI configuration registers,
interrupt routing logic (see “Interrupt Routing” on page 225), or the Special
Cycle generation logic (see “Software Generation of Special Cycles” on
page 329). The hardware methods utilized to implement these capabilities are
platform-specific. Any software that directly accesses these mechanisms is
therefore, by definition, platform-specific. This can lead to compatibility prob-
lems (i.e., the software works on some platforms but not on others).

Instead, the request should be issued to the PCI BIOS. The BIOS is platform-spe-
cific. It is implemented in firmware and possibly in the OS’s Hardware Abstrac-
tion Layer (HAL). The PCI BIOS supplies the following services:
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• Permits determination of configuration mechanism(s) supported by the PCI
chipset (refer to “Intro to Configuration Mechanisms” on page 321).

• Permits determination of the chipset’s ability to generate the PCI Special
Cycle transaction under software control and the mechanism(s) used to do
so. For more information, refer to “Software Generation of Special Cycles”
on page 329.

• Permits determination of the range of PCI buses present in system.
• Searches for all instances of a specific PCI device or a device that falls

within a Class.
• Permits generation of the PCI Special Cycle transaction (if the chipset sup-

ports its generation under software control).
• Allows caller to get PCI interrupt routing options and then to assign an

interrupt line to a device.
• Permits read and write of a device’s configuration registers.

OS Environments Supported

General

Different OSs have different operational characteristics (such as the method for
defining the usage of system memory and the method utilized to call BIOS ser-
vices). In systems based on the x86 processor family, the OS executing on a par-
ticular platform falls into one of the following three categories:

• Real-mode operating system (in other words, MS-DOS).
• 286 protected mode (God forbid!).
• 386 protected mode. There are two flavors of 386 protected mode:

• the segmented model (once again, God forbid!).
• and the flat model.

The PCI BIOS specification defines the following rules regarding the implemen-
tation of the PCI BIOS and the software that calls it: 

58/(����The PCI BIOS must support all of the above-mentioned OS environ-
ments. 

58/(����The BIOS must preserve all registers and flags with the exception of
those used to return parameters.

58/(����Caller will be returned to with the state of Interrupt Flag bit in the
EFLAGs register the same as it was on entry.

58/(����Interrupts will not be enabled during the execution of the BIOS func-
tion call.
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58/(����The BIOS routines must be reentrant (i.e., they can be called from
within themselves).

58/(����The OS must define a stack memory area at least 1KB in size for the
BIOS. 

58/(����The stack segment and code segment defined by the OS for the BIOS
must have the same size (16- or 32-bit).

58/(����Protected mode OSs that call the BIOS using INT 1Ah must set the CS
register to F000h.

58/(����The OS must ensure that the privilege level defined for the BIOS per-
mits interrupt enable/disable and performance of IO instructions.

58/(�����Implementers of the BIOS must assume that the CS for the BIOS
defined by the OS is execute-only and that the DS is read-only.

Real-Mode
Real-mode OSs, such as MS-DOS, are written to be executed on the 8088 proces-
sor. That processor is only capable of addressing up to 1MB of memory (00000h
through FFFFFh). Using four 16-bit segment registers (CS, DS, SS, ES), the pro-
grammer defines four segments of memory, each with a fixed length of 64KB.
When a program begins execution, each of the four segment registers is initial-
ized with the upper four hex digits of the respective segment’s start address in
memory.

• The code segment contains the currently-executing program,
• the data segment defines the area of memory that contains the data the pro-

gram operates upon,
• the stack segment defines the area of memory used to temporarily save val-

ues, 
• and the extra data segment can be used to define another data segment

associated with the currently-executing program.

MS-DOS makes calls to the BIOS by loading a subset of the processor’s register
set with request parameters and then executing a software interrupt instruction
that specifies entry 1Ah in the interrupt table as containing the entry point to
the BIOS. Upon execution of the INT 1Ah instruction, the processor pushes the
address of the instruction that follows the INT 1Ah onto stack memory. Having
saved this return address, the processor then reads the pointer from entry 1Ah
in the interrupt table and starts executing at the indicated address. This is the
entry point of the BIOS. 

An alternative method for calling the BIOS is to make a call directly to the BIOS
entry point at physical memory location 000FFE6Eh. Use of this method ensures
that the caller doesn’t have to worry about the 1Ah entry in the interrupt table
having been “hooked” by someone else.
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286 Protected Mode (16:16)

The BIOS specification refers to this as 16:16 mode because the 286 processor
had 16-bit segment registers and the programmer specifies the address of an
object in memory by defining the 16-bit offset of the object within the segment
(code, data, stack or extra). Although the maximum size of each segment is still
64KB (as it is with the 8088 processor), the OS programmer can set the segment
length to any value from one to 64KB in length. When operating in Real Mode,
the 286 addresses memory just like the 8088 with the same fixed segment size of
64KB and the ability to only access locations within the first megabyte of mem-
ory space.

When operating in Protected Mode, however, the 286 processor addresses mem-
ory differently. Rather than containing the upper four hex digits of the seg-
ment’s physical five-digit start address in memory, the value in the segment
register is referred to as a Segment Selector. It points to an entry in a Segment
Descriptor Table in memory that is built and maintained by the OS. Each entry
in the Segment Descriptor Table contains eight bytes of information defining:

• the 24-bit start physical address of the segment in memory. In other words,
the segment start address can be specified anywhere in the first 16MB of
memory space.

• the length of the segment (from one byte through 64KB).
• the manner in which the program is permitted to access the segment of

memory (read-only, execute-only, read/write, or not at all).

Some OSs (such as Windows 3.1 when operating in 286 mode) use the segment
capability to assign separate code, data and stack segments within the 16MB
total memory space accessible to each program. Whenever the OS performs a
task switch, it must load the segment registers with the set of values defining
the segments of memory “belonging” to the current application.

As in the Real Mode OS environment, the BIOS is called via execution of INT
1Ah or by directly calling the industry standard entry point of the BIOS (physi-
cal memory location 000FFE6Eh). 

386 Protected Mode (16:32)

The 386 processor changed the maximum size of each segment from 64KB to
4GB in size. The 486, Pentium, and P6 family processors have the same maxi-
mum segment size as the 386. In addition to increasing the maximum segment
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size to 4GB, the 386 also introduced a 32-bit register set, permitting the pro-
grammer to specify the 32-bit offset of an object within a segment. The segment
registers are still 16-bits in size, however. Rather than containing the upper four
hex digits of the segment’s physical five-digit start address in memory, how-
ever, the value in the segment register is referred to as a Segment Selector (when
the processor is operating in protected mode). It points to an entry in a Segment
Descriptor Table in memory that is built and maintained by the OS. Each entry
in the Segment Descriptor Table contains eight bytes of information defining:

• the 32-bit start physical address of the segment in memory. In other words,
the base address of the segment can be specified anywhere within the over-
all 4GB of memory space.

• the length of the segment (from one byte through 4GB).
• the manner in which the program is permitted to access the segment of

memory (read-only, execute-only, read/write, or not at all).

Some operating systems (such as Windows 3.1 when operating in 386 Enhanced
Mode) use the segment capability to assign separate code, data and stack seg-
ments within the 4GB total memory space accessible to each program. When-
ever the OS performs a task switch, it must load the segment registers with the
set of values defining the segments of memory “belonging” to the current appli-
cation. In the PCI BIOS specification, this is referred to as 16:32 mode because
the 16-bit segment register defines (indirectly) the segment start address and the
programmer can use a 32-bit value to specify the offset of the object anywhere
in the 4GB of total memory space.

In a 32-bit OS environment, the BIOS is not called using INT 1Ah. In fact, if an
applications program attempts to execute an INT instruction it results in a Gen-
eral Protection exception. Rather, the calling program executes a Far Call to the
BIOS entry point. This implies that the entry point address is known. A subse-
quent section in this chapter defines how the BIOS entry point is discovered.

Today’s OSs Use Flat Mode (0:32)

A much simpler memory model is to set all of the segment registers to point to
Segment Descriptors that define each segment as starting at physical memory
location 00000000h each with a length of 4GB. This is referred as the Flat Mem-
ory Model. The BIOS specification refers to this as 0:32 mode because all seg-
ments start at location 00000000h and have a 32-bit length of FFFFFFFFh (4GB).
Since separate segments aren’t defined for each program, the OS has the respon-
sibility of managing memory and making sure different programs don’t play in
each other’s space. It accomplishes this using the Attribute bits in the Page
Tables.
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The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter introduced the PCI BIOS specification, revision 2.1, dated
August 26, 1994.

This Chapter

This chapter provides a detailed description of the PCI locking mechanism that
permits an EISA bridge to lock main memory or the host/PCI bridge to lock an
EISA memory target.

The Next Chapter

The next chapter describes the issues that differentiate CompactPCI from PCI.
This includes mechanical, electrical and software-related issues. CompactPCI is
presented as described in the 2.1 CompactPCI specification. PMC devices are
also described.

2.2 Spec Redefined Lock Usage

7+,6�&+$37(5�+$6�%((1�5(1$0('�$1'�5(:5,77(1�72�5()/(&7�$�0$-25�&+$1*(�,1�7+(
����63(&��,1�7+(�($5/,(5�9(56,216�2)�7+(�63(&�,7�:$6�3(50,66,%/(�)25�$�3&,�0$67(5

72�,668(�$�/2&.('�75$16$&7,21�6(5,(6�72�/2&.�$�3&,�0(025<�7$5*(7��%86�0$67(56

$5(�12�/21*(5�$//2:('�72�,668(�/2&.('�75$16$&7,216�$1'�$�3&,�0(025<�7$5*(7
0867�12�/21*(5�+2125�$�5(48(67�72�/2&.� ,76(/)� These are the basic rules that
define use of the locking mechanism:

58/(����Only the host/PCI bridge is now permitted to initiate a locked trans-
action series on behalf of a processor residing it.

58/(����A PCI-to-PCI bridge is only permitted to pass a locked transaction
from its primary to secondary side. In other words, the bridge only passes
through locked transactions that are moving outbound from the processor
towards an expansion bus bridge further out in the hierarchy (e.g., an EISA
bridge).
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58/(����An expansion bus bridge (such as a PCI-to-EISA bridge) acts as the
target of locked transactions and can optionally initiate them when target-
ing main memory behind the host/PCI bridge. For this reason, the host/
PCI bridge must honor LOCK# as an input from the EISA bridge.

58/(����LOCK# is implemented as an sustained tri-state input pin on a PCI-to-
PCI bridge’s primary side and as a sustained tri-state output pin on its sec-
ondary side. 

58/(����The first transaction of a locked transaction series must be a memory
read (to read a memory semaphore).

Scenarios That Require Locking

General

The following sections describe the only circumstances under which the PCI
locking mechanism may be used.

EISA Master Initiates Locked Transaction Series Tar-
geting Main Memory

If a PCI-to-EISA bridge is present in the system, there may be a master on the
EISA bus that attempts locked transaction series with main memory. In this
case, the EISA master may start a transaction on the EISA bus that targets main
memory and it may assert the EISA LOCK# signal. In this case, the PCI-to-EISA
bridge would have to initiate a PCI memory transaction with the PCI LOCK#
signal asserted. This is permissible.

However, if the bridge is not on the PCI bus that is also connected to the host/
PCI bridge, although the transaction will be successful in addressing main
memory, it will not be successful in locking it. The transaction generated by the
EISA bridge will make it through a PCI-to-PCI bridge, but not with LOCK#
asserted. This is because PCI-to-PCI bridges only pass a lock through from the
primary to the secondary side of the bridge, and not in the opposite direction.

In order to successfully lock main memory, the PCI-to-EISA bridge must be
located directly on the same PCI bus that the host/PCI bridge is attached to.
The EISA bridge’s assertion of the PCI LOCK# signal is then directly visible to
the host/PCI bridge.
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Processor Initiates Locked Transaction Series Tar-
geting EISA Memory

It is possible that an EISA device driver uses a memory semaphore that resides
in memory on an EISA card. If this is the case, when the processor executing the
driver code initiates a locked Read/Modify/Write operation to read and update
the semaphore, the host/PCI bridge must utilize the PCI locking mechanism (as
defined later in this chapter) to lock the EISA bus when performing the accesses
on the PCI and EISA buses.

Possible Deadlock Scenario

Refer to Figure 27-1 on page 687. A deadlock can occur under the following cir-
cumstances:

&/2&.����The processor initiates an 8-byte read from the PCI memory-mapped
IO target on Bus One.

&/2&.����To service the request, the host/PCI bridge initiates a PCI burst mem-
ory read transaction to perform a two data phase read from the 32-bit PCI
memory-mapped IO target.

&/2&.����The memory-mapped IO target resides on the other side of a PCI-to-
PCI bridge, so the PCI-to-PCI bridge acts as the target of the transaction. It
initiates a burst memory read from the memory-mapped IO target on Bus
One.

&/2&.����The memory-mapped IO target transfers the first dword to the PCI-
to-PCI bridge, but then issues a disconnect to the bridge without transfer-
ring the second dword. The disconnect could have been because the target
could not access the second dword within eight PCI clock cycles.

&/2&.����The PCI-to-PCI bridge in turn issues a disconnect to the host/PCI
bridge.

&/2&.����Before the host/PCI bridge can re-initiate the memory read to get the
second dword from the memory-mapped IO device, the PCI-to-PCI bridge
accepts posted memory write data that must be written to main memory
(which is behind the host/PCI bridge) from the bus master on its secondary
side.

&/2&.����The host/PCI bridge then reinitiates its memory read transaction to
fetch the second dword. The PCI-to-PCI bridge receives the request, memo-
rizes it, issues a retry to the host/PCI bridge and treats it as a Delayed Read
Request.
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&/2&.����As per the transaction ordering rules, the PCI-to-PCI bridge cannot
allow the memory read to cross onto the secondary side until it has flushed
any previously-posted memory writes that are going towards its secondary
side. This is to ensure that the read receives the correct data.

&/2&.����After any posted writes are completed on its secondary side, the
bridge performs the memory read to obtain the second dword from the
memory-mapped IO device on its secondary side. If the host/PCI bridge
should retry the read request, it receives a retry.

&/2&.�����The PCI-to-PCI bridge now has the requested dword in a buffer. It
cannot allow the host/PCI bridge’s read to complete, however, until it has
first performed any previously-posted memory writes to main memory. In
other words, a read is not allowed to complete on its originating bus until
all previously-posted writes moving in both directions have been com-
pleted.

&/2&.�����When the PCI-to-PCI bridge attempts to perform the memory write
to main memory, the host/PCI bridge issues a retry to it (because it will not
accept any write data for main memory until the second half of its outstand-
ing PCI memory read completes).

The result is a deadlock. Every time that the host/PCI bridge re-initiates its read
request it receives a retry from the PCI-to-PCI bridge. In turn, the PCI-to-PCI
bridge receives a retry each time that it attempts to dump its posted memory
write buffer to memory.

This dilemma is solved by having the host/PCI bridge start the initial memory
read as a locked transaction (in case the target resides behind one or more PCI-
to-PCI bridges). It is a rule that a PCI-to-PCI bridge must turn off write posting until
a locked operation completes. In the scenario just described, the bridge will not
accept any posted write data on its secondary side until the entire read has com-
pleted and LOCK# has been deasserted.
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PCI Solutions: Bus and Resource Locking

LOCK# Signal

The PCI bus locking mechanism is implemented via the PCI LOCK# signal.
There is only one LOCK# signal and only one master on a PCI bus can use it at a
time (and that master must be the host/PCI bridge or the secondary side interface of a
PCI-to-PCI bridge). This means that only one master may perform a locked trans-
action series during a given period of time. The LOCK# signal is a sustained tri-
state signal. As with all PCI sustained tri-state signals, the system board

Figure 27-1: Possible Deadlock Scenario
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28 CompactPCI and 
PMC

The Previous Chapter

The previous chapter provided a detailed description of the PCI locking mecha-
nism that permits an EISA bridge to lock main memory or the host/PCI bridge
to lock an EISA memory target.

This Chapter

This chapter describes the issues that differentiate CompactPCI from PCI. This
includes mechanical, electrical and software-related issues. CompactPCI is pre-
sented as described in the 2.1 CompactPCI specification. PMC devices are also
described.

Why CompactPCI?

The CompactPCI specification was developed by the PICMG (PCI Industrial
Computer Manufacturer’s Group) and defines a ruggedized version of PCI to
be used in industrial and embedded applications. With regards to electrical, log-
ical and software functionality, it is 100% compatible with the PCI standard. The
cards are rack mounted and use standard Eurocard packaging. CompactPCI
has the following features:

• Standard Eurocard dimensions (complies with the IEEE 1101.1 mechanical
standard).

• HD (High-Density) 2mm pin-and-socket connectors (IEC approved and
Bellcore qualified).

• Vertical card-orientation to ensure adequate cooling.
• Positive card retention mechanism.
• Optimized for maximum high shock and/or vibration environments.
• Front panel can implement front access IO connectors.
• User-defined IO pins defined on rear of the card.
• Standard chassis with multiple vendors.
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• 100% compatible with standard PCI hardware and software components.
• Staged power pins to facilitate hot swap cards.
• Eight card slots per chassis (versus four in the typical PC platform).

CompactPCI Cards are PCI-Compatible

CompactPCI cards must comply with all design rules specified for 33MHz PCI
by the PCI 2.1 specification. The CompactPCI specification defines additional
requirements and/or limitations that pertain to CompactPCI implementations.

Basic PCI/CompactPCI Comparison

With respect to the PCI standard, CompactPCI exhibits the characteristics intro-
duced in Table 28-1 on page 700.

Table 28-1: CompactPCI versus Standard PCI

Item Description

Compatibility From both software and hardware perspectives, Com-
pactPCI is currently 100% compatible with the 2.1 PCI 
spec. It has not yet been updated to reflect the 2.2 PCI 
spec.

Passive backplane envi-
ronment

No active logic.

Connector Shielded, 2mm-pitch, 5-row connectors defined by IEC 
917 and IEC 1076-4-101. This gas-tight, high-density, 
pin-and-socket connector is available from multiple 
vendors (e.g., AMP, Framatome, Burndy, and ERNI). It 
exhibits low inductance and controlled impedance, cru-
cial for PCI signaling. The connector’s controlled 
impedance minimizes unwanted signal reflections, 
enabling CompactPCI backplanes to implement up to 
eight connectors, rather than upper limit of four 
imposed in normal PCI. It incorporates an external 
metal shield for RFI/EMI shielding purposes. Staged 
power and ground pins are included to facilitate hot 
swap implementations in the future.
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Basic Definitions

Standard PCI Environment

In a standard PCI implementation, the following elements are typically all
embedded on the system board:

• the host processor(s).
• main memory.
• the host/PCI bridge.
• PCI bus arbiter.
• system interrupt controller.
• embedded PCI devices (e.g., SCSI controller, Ethernet controller, video

adapter).
• PCI card-edge connectors.
• the PCI/ISA bridge.

Number of cards One system card and up to seven peripheral cards.

Card type Two Eurocard form factors: small (3U); and large (6U).

User-defined IO signal 
pins

Permits passage of user-defined IO signals to/from the 
back plane through edge-connectors.

Hot swap capable In the future.

Signal set is superset of 
standard PCI

Some signals added for non-PCI functions.

Responsible SIG PICMG (PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturer’s 
Group).

Modularity Ruggedized backplane, rack-mount environment.

Signal termination For increased signal integrity and more slots than stan-
dard PCI.

Legacy IDE support Two edge-triggered interrupt pins defined to support 
primary and secondary legacy IDE controllers.

Table 28-1: CompactPCI versus Standard PCI (Continued)

Item Description
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The end-user adds functionality to the system by installing additional PCI
adapter cards into the card-edge connectors. These cards can be strictly targets,
or may have both target and bus master capability. In order to upgrade base sys-
tem characteristics such as the host processor type or the host/PCI bridge, the
end-user is forced to swap out the system board. This is a major cost item. In
addition, the user must also remove the PCI adapter cards from the old system
board and install them in the new one.

CompactPCI is implemented in a more modular fashion, consisting of a pas-
sive-backplane with a system board slot and up to seven peripheral slots to
install PCI adapter cards. The sections that follow describe the backplane, sys-
tem card and peripheral cards.

Passive Backplane

A typical passive backplane is pictured in Figure 28-1 on page 704 and contains
no active logic. It provides the elements listed in Table 28-2 on page 702.

Table 28-2: Passive Backplane Elements

Element Description

System slot One system slot to accept a system card. Implemented 
with between one and five male connectors numbered 
P1-through-P5.

Peripheral slots Up to seven peripheral slots to accept cards that act 
strictly as targets or as both a target and bus master. 
Implemented with between one and five male connec-
tors numbered P1-through-P5.

Staged pins Staged pins to facilitate hot swap of CompactPCI cards.

Connector keying Appropriate connector keying for either a 5Vdc or 
3.3Vdc signaling environment.

32-bit PCI bus The 32-bit PCI bus interconnects the system slot and 
peripheral slots.

PCI clock distribution PCI clock distribution from the system slot to the 
peripheral slots.
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Interrupt signals Interrupt trace distribution to the system slot from the 
peripheral slots.

REQ#/GNT# signal pairs REQ#/GNT# signal pairs between the arbiter on the 
system card and the peripheral slots.

Rear-panel IO connectors Optionally, through-the-backplane rear-panel IO con-
nectors that route non-PCI signals/buses through the 
backplane to rear-panel IO connectors. 

Rear-panel IO transition 
boards

Rear-panel IO transition boards may be installed in a 
rear rack and connected to the non-PCI signals.

Modular power supply 
connector

Optionally, a modular power supply connector for rack 
installation of a modular power supply.

64-bit PCI extension sig-
nals

Optionally, the 64-bit PCI extension signals (AD[63:32], 
C/BE[7:4]#, PAR64).

Geographical addressing 
pins

In a 64-bit implementation, a set of pins that a 64-bit 
card (and, optionally, a 32-bit card) may interrogate to 
determine which physical slot it is installed in.

Table 28-2: Passive Backplane Elements (Continued)

Element Description
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Access Latency. The amount of time that expires from the moment a bus master
requests the use of the PCI bus until it completes the first data transfer of the
transaction. 

AD Bus. The PCI address/data bus carries address information during the
address phase of a transaction and data during each data phase.

Address Ordering. During PCI burst memory transfers, the initiator must indi-
cate whether the addressing sequence will be sequential (also referred to as lin-
ear) or will use cacheline wrap ordering of addresses. The initiator uses the state
of AD[1:0] to indicate the addressing order. During I/O accesses, there is no
explicit or implicit address ordering. It is the responsibility of the programmer
to understand the I/O addressing characteristic of the target device.

Address Phase. During the first clock period of a PCI transaction, the initiator
outputs the start address and the PCI command. This period is referred to as the
address phase of the transaction. When 64-bit addressing is used, there are two
address phases.

Agents. Each PCI device, whether a bus master (initiator) or a target is referred
to as a PCI agent.

Arbiter. The arbiter is the device that evaluates the pending requests for access
to the bus and grants the bus to a bus master based on a system-specific algo-
rithm.

Arbitration Latency. The period of time from the bus master’s assertion of
REQ# until the bus arbiter asserts the bus master’s GNT#. This period is a func-
tion of the arbitration algorithm, the master’s priority and system utilization.

Atomic Operation. A series of two or more accesses to a device by the same ini-
tiator without intervening accesses by other bus masters.

Base Address Registers. Device configuration registers that define the start
address, length and type of memory space required by a device. The type of
space required will be either memory or I/O. The value written to this register
during device configuration will program its memory or I/O address decoder
to detect accesses within the indicated range.

BIST. Some integrated devices (such as the i486 microprocessor) implement a
built-in self-test that can be invoked by external logic during system start up.
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Bridge. The device that provides the bridge between two independent buses.
Examples would be the bridge between the host processor bus and the PCI bus,
the bridge between the PCI bus and a standard expansion bus (such as the ISA
bus) and the bridge between two PCI buses.

Bus Access Latency. Defined as the amount of time that expires from the
moment a bus master requests the use of the PCI bus until it completes the first
data transfer of the transaction. In other words, it is the sum of arbitration, bus
acquisition and target latency.

Bus Acquisition Latency. Defined as the period time from the reception of
GNT# by the requesting bus master until the current bus master surrenders the
bus and the requesting bus master can initiate its transaction by asserting
FRAME#. The duration of this period is a function of how long the current bus
master’s transaction-in-progress will take to complete.

Bus Concurrency. Separate transfers occurring simultaneously on two or more
separate buses. An example would be an EISA bus master transferring data to
or from another EISA device while the host processor is transferring data to or
from system memory.

Bus Idle State. A transaction is not currently in progress on the bus. On the PCI
bus, this state is signalled when FRAME# and IRDY# are both deasserted.

Bus Lock. Gives a bus master sole access to the bus while it performs a series of
two or more transfers. This can be implemented on the PCI bus, but the pre-
ferred method is resource locking. The EISA bus implements bus locking.

Bus Master. A device capable of initiating a data transfer with another device.

Bus Parking. An arbiter may grant the buses to a bus master when the bus is
idle and no bus masters are generating a request for the bus. If the bus master
that the bus is parked on subsequently issues a request for the bus, it has imme-
diate access to the bus.

Byte Enable. I486, Pentium™ or PCI Bus control signal that indicates that a par-
ticular data path will be used during a transfer. Indirectly, the byte enable signal
also indicates what byte within an addressed doubleword (or quadword, dur-
ing 64-bit transfers) is being addressed.

Cache. A relatively small amount of high-speed Static RAM (SRAM) that is
used to keep copies of information recently read from system DRAM memory.
The cache controller maintains a directory that tracks the information currently
resident within the cache. If the host processor should request any of the infor-
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mation currently resident in the cache, it will be returned to the processor
quickly (due to the fast access time of the SRAM).

Cache Controller. See the definition of Cache.

Cache Line Fill. When a processor’s internal cache, or its external second level
cache has a miss on a read attempt by the processor, it will read a fixed amount
(referred to as a line) of information from the external cache or system DRAM
memory and record it in the cache. This is referred to as a cache line fill. The size
of a line of information is cache controller design dependent.

Cache Line Size. See the definition of Cache Line Fill.

CacheLine Wrap Mode. At the start of each data phase of the burst read, the
memory target increments the doubleword address in its address counter.
When the end of the cache line is encountered and assuming that the transfer
did not start at the first doubleword of the cache line, the target wraps to start
address of the cacheline and continues incrementing the address in each data
phase until the entire cache line has been transferred. If the burst continues past
the point where the entire cache line has been transferred, the target starts the
transfer of the next cache line at the same address that the transfer of the previ-
ous line started at.

CAS Before RAS Refresh, or CBR Refresh. Some DRAMs incorporate their
own row counters to be used for DRAM refresh. The external DRAM refresh
logic has only to activate the DRAM’s CAS line and then its RAS line. The
DRAM will automatically increment its internal row counter and refresh
(recharge) the next row of storage.

CBR Refresh. See the definition of CAS Before RAS Refresh.

Central Resource Functions. Functions that are essential to operation of the PCI
bus. Examples would be the PCI bus arbiter and “keeper” pullup resistors that
return PCI control signals to their quiescent state or maintain them at the quies-
cent state once driven there by a PCI agent.

Claiming the Transaction. An initiator starts a PCI transaction by placing the
target device's address on the AD bus and the command on the C/BE bus. All
PCI targets latch the address on the next rising-edge of the PCI clock and begin
to decode the address to determined if they are being addressed. The target that
recognizes the address will “claim” the transaction by asserting DEVSEL#.
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Class Code. Identifies the generic function of the device (for example, a display
device) and, in some cases, a register-specific programming interface (such as
the VGA register set). The upper byte defines a basic class type, the middle byte
a sub-class within the basic class, and the lower byte may define the program-
ming interface.

Coherency. If the information resident in a cache accurately reflects the original
information in DRAM memory, the cache is said to be coherent or consistent.

Commands. During the address phase of a PCI transaction, the initiator broad-
casts a command (such as the memory read command) on the C/BE bus.

Compatibility Hole. The DOS compatibility hole is defined as the memory
address range from 80000h - FFFFFh. Depending on the function implemented
within any of these memory address ranges, the area of memory will have to be
defined in one of the following ways: Read-Only, Write-Only, Read/Writable,
Inaccessible.

Concurrent Bus Operation. See the definition of Bus Concurrency.

Configuration Access. A PCI transaction to read or write the contents of one of
a PCI device’s configuration registers.

Configuration Address Space. x86 processors possess the ability to address two
distinct address spaces: I/O and memory. The PCI bus uses I/O and memory
accesses to access I/O and memory devices, respectively. In addition, a third
access type, the configuration access, is used to access the configuration regis-
ters that must be implemented in all PCI devices.

Configuration CMOS RAM. The information used to configure devices each
time an ISA, EISA or Micro Channel™ machine is powered up is stored in bat-
tery backed-up CMOS RAM.

Configuration Header Region. Each functional PCI device possesses a block of
two hundred and fifty-six configuration addresses reserved for implementation
of its configuration registers. The format, or usage, of the first sixty-four loca-
tions is predefined by the PCI specification. This area is referred to as the
device's configuration header region.

Consistency. See the definition of Coherency.

Data Packets. In order to improve throughput, a PCI bridge may consolidate a
series of single memory reads or writes into a single PCI memory burst transfer.
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